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AAUUGGGHHHHH!
Dear IPS members

IPS Put'liC.cltiOllS
belea~~uered

Treasurer and

HELP!!!
requests for
LV.lHV.lA'C the dang

informational
to ME!!! I just
can't keep extra copies of it
Planetarian, or any publication) in my basement!!! I'm
at least one call every DAY,
the same
over and over!!!

Requests for all IPS publications are handled by the
extremely able Charlene Oukes, keeper of our Publications Repository (in Don Hall's
at the Strasenburgh Planetarium, 657 East Avenue, Rochester,
New York 14603. Checks for publications are made
payable to
Directory
costs $25 for nOil-mlemlbel's,

Tentative dates
the conference are
1992. Be assured that this will be a conferwill not want to miss.
it is
start to think now about

I thank you,
~n~~Wf'nn,p- machine
the
phone company
you,
people you
to me
whom I have to
to Charlene anyway thank you,
their phone cornp,lnv thanks you, her phone cornp,:mv
thanks you ...
Mark C. Petersen
Membership Chairman
An

Letter To IPS Members:

As IPS Publications Chair, it gives me pleasure to
announce that a 1988 Special Publication is in progress,
and should be in your mailboxes by the end of March,
1989. This publication, George Reed's popular Naked i
Astronomy, is in the process of being printed and
mailed. Those of you who were 1988 members of IPS
will get this book free of charge as a privilege of membership. Other copies will be available after April 1,
1989, through the IPS Back Issues Repository. Those
copies will be available at an as-yet-to-be determined
charge (watch here for details).

The

Pln:J1ptl'1nllrn
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I'd like to welcome three new Associate Editors.
Donna Pierce of Dallas, Texas, has enthusiastically
agreed to take on Gibbous Gazette, so ably conducted by
John Wharton for so many years. Thanks for a job well
done, John. She hit the ground running, and her first
column appears on page 52. Please direct your Gibbous
items to Donna (Regional Reps, please note). I would,
by the way, like to second her choice for Planetarian of
the Year-the fellow has put in an awful amount of
his own time to help the IPS, and he certainly
deserves our recognition and thanks.
Georgia Neff of the Lakeview Museum in Peoria,
Illinois, will bring us kodalith artwork to use in our

shows in Kodalith Corner. Please contact her if
have good material to share. She must rely on
contributions to fill her column, and no . .
~
will eventually mean no column. If you have b/w artwork to share, make a written note to yourself now to
get in touch with her in the next few days. Good
ity photocopies are generally acceptable. ":an"'0"1~'
address is: Lakeview Museum Planetarium, 1125
Lake Avenue, Peoria, Illinois 61614.
'U' ..

n

.. AIV .....

.. 'U' ..

Jim Manning will host What's New. Please remember to pass on to Jim information about new things
hear about that would be of interest to fellow
tarians. Vendors: make a note to keep him in
as
he will bring us news of your new products, and a samuseful
ple or brochure placed in his mail box may
publicity. His address is: Jim Manning, Taylor
tarium, Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman Montana
59715. (Books and computer items should still go to
Carolyn Petersen and Keith Johnson respectively for
their columns.)
And, of course, I'd like to express my
thanks to the other Associate Editors who have been
doing so much to make this humble journal what it is.

THE CONIC TC-/OI SOLAR SYSTEM ORRER

\ planetariums
Conic
are used
throughout the world.
orreries

4t

in

With
instantly from a Heliocentric to a
Geocentric display, they provide
planetariums with exceptional
educational value.
Bright, colorful planet
imqges give sparkli~
aesthetic appeal to
planetarium programs.
addition to orreries,
and produces special
mechanical equipment
Pan-Tilt mounts for slide and zoom
projectors, Imqge-Rotation projectors,
and Zooms.
Conic projectors are capable of
bei~ interfaced with computers
for precision multi-axis
motion control.
CUSTOM PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

219 WORCESTER N.E.

4»

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49503
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We know from experience that a planetarium is one
of the first places contacted when someone either
wants to share or acquire astronomical informationvisible planet information, supernova update, unexplained lights in the sky. This reveals the trust that
people have in planetariums as institutions which
provide accurate ideas in language comprehensible to
the layperson. If we do not present information accurately in planetarium programs, two things (at least)
may happen. First, some people learn wrong ideas, and
we contribute to scientific illiteracy. Second, those
people who know that something has been wrongly
depicted may lose confidence in the planetarium as a
source of correct information. Those who enjoy astronomy as a hobby and return again and again to the planetarium may decide not to corne back to programs and
classes. Therefore I think it is very important for us to
take care that we are accurate in both the visual and
aspects of our presentations.

I

times. I interviewed
entations.
one of five
sky outdoors appears to turn
rotation. I presented the same
other
groups. In interviews
dents after these
all
of students
me that the real
earth rotation.

westwara

carne from
and
The idea for this
countless
and classes for many
years as well as from
and reviewing a large
number of programs and materials. My comments are
certainly not directed toward
ium, materials producer, or other single source of
etarium or astronomy programs.
pn~sent]ng-

First, let us consider some things that are visually
incorrect. Although most members of our audiences recognize that poetic license is taken when laser drawings
and video computer graphics are shown, I do not think
the same is true for basic sky motions. The effect may
be too realistic to permit discrimination. How often do
we present a reversing diurnal or annual motion or a
moon revolution within a program in order to "set" the
to a particular needed sidereal time? It seems to
me that for a college or high school astronomy class,
the procedure (with previous learning) is excusable.
But many children and adults do not really understand
when the stars or sun are reversed, in spite of a discounting statement that "This really does not happen."
I performed a brief experiment that showed me this
is so. I presented five programs for elementary students
in which I had reversed diurnal motion once, each time
8

appear to move eastward sometimes and westward
sometimes as the earth rotates." In
all but
the 18 adults
the non-reversal r.""r."""''''''''t'Y'>
""""",.n. " marked the statement:
learned
the stars
to move
same direction as the earth rotates." (I do not think
of these adults would have marked the direction of
movement correctly if
a ...
A.'V ........... /

Although this was not a full-scale
indicates that the visual effect of
field is stronger than a
although I did no
consider the concept
on the ecliptic to a view of the earth
the sun a fairly difficult one. A reversal of
motion probably hinders
the

va"""",.. ,

I"'A71'I"'D1",,1-

use meteor shower pr OlectC)rs.
I
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highest hourly rates in normal years are about 50 (for
Perseids and Geminids). However, from one meteor
shower projector, I calculated and hourly rate of
10,800-that is 3 per second. Is it realistic to present an
extraordinary shower, like the rare Leonids, when
people are not apt to see one in the real sky? Will a
planetarium's credibility plummet as interested visitors go outside to observe a major shower. Will discounting comments about the planetarium showers rate
be forgotten as visitors recall the visual presentation.
Careless set-ups of fine projectors can lead to inaccurate presentations. For instance, have you turned a
moon so that its terminator is not perpendicular to the
ecliptic? Have you set a lunar or solar eclipse projector
so that the sequence appears in a reversed direction?
Have you aimed a comet projector so that during its
operation the tail sometimes points toward the eastern
or the western horizon?
Perhaps the visual part of a program most susceptible to being incorrect is slides. As Kathy Michaels of
Cheektowaga, New York, has observed, "There are
eight ways to insert a slide ... and seven of them are
wrong." It is easy to present a slide wrong. It is also not
much trouble to have it correct. And this extra care
helps maintain credibility.

(trrhere are eight ways to insert a
s{ide ... and seven of tliem are
wrong. "
Our slides become dated. Many of us have a copy of
the paintings by either Chesley Bonestell or Don
Dixon showing Saturn hanging in a blue sky above
Titan. (My thanks to Tim Kuzniar and Tim Schrader
for pointing out that I had the Dixon slide instead of
the Bonestell in the IPS paper presentation.) As pretty
as these paintings are, they are not accurate. The density and opacity of Titan's atmosphere would prevent
such a view. As old ideas are replaced with updated
information, we need to cull our collections, delegating
inaccurate slides to programs on the history of changing ideas about the solar system and other fields of
astronomy.
Our presentations of the solar system as seen from a
distant location often are inaccurate. Most slides and
other representations do not take scale into account.
When we fill a dome or screen with a view of the solar
system which includes Neptune and Pluto, the inner
planets should cover an area so small that it is almost
impossible to see them. (I like the M.L. Meeks filmloops of the planets in "Explorations in Time and
Space," published by Houghton Mifflin Co. While
learning many other things about planet orbits and
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orbital motions, the viewer gets a correct
scale.)

COlnCE~Pt

On the moon, the brightness of earth often n1"t:'''t:lIntc::.
one from seeing any but the very brightest stars. The
astronauts have discussed this. An accurate 1"t:lI'Ir"'l1"t:lI,(l.,pl'l_
tation of the lunar sky with the sun or
earth
above the horizon is: black sky, extremely bright sun or
earth, and a few (first-magnitude) stars.
Although panoramas should not be considered in the
same category with astronomical inaccuracies, realistic panoramas are important to the feeling one wishes
to create with them. Any panorama of the moon or a of
place without an atmosphere should have a
vivid nature. We notice this stark effect in nnnf>r\_
graphs taken by Apollo astronauts and in pictures
close buildings in bright sunlight. However, wherever
there is an atmosphere, there is a graying or blueing
effect for objects at some distance. A number of panoramas I have seen and used do not take this perceptual
effect into account. Stark pictures of retreating woodlands, distant buildings and archaeoastronomy structures, and mountains do not meet the criterion of realism.
Now let us consider some descriptive inaccuracies. A
major misconception among our planetarium audiences,
children and adults, is the static solar system. Saturn's
F ring, non-spherical satellites, and oddball satellites
like Uranus' Miranda all attest to a dynamic solar
tern. Further, it now appears that this has
been so. The concept of only nine planets a.e'vel'ODlme:
and then existing from 4.6 billion years ago to
present is an obsolete one. Planets and moons probably
have come and gone. (I expect that you are familiar
with the latest widely-discussed theory of moon origin: A Mars-sized body hit the earth, splashing a
small amount of young-earth material into earth
orbit.) Descriptions, and the visuals that accompany
them, need to be in accord with present scientific
thinking.
We frequently find inadequate discussions of the seasons in materials printed for elementary and
high schools. A typical incorrect description InClUdles.
liThe earth's axis is inclined 23 112 0 to its orbit." Children and teachers read such words, usually with a correct diagram, and derive a very fuzzy idea of inclination, orbit, and seasons in general. Texts and workbooks
sometimes have sketches showing the axis tipped one
way for summer and another for winter. This leads to
the inaccurate concept that the earth's axis cni:lns~eS
direction
the
In the planetarium we need to be aware of Dr~DO'ime
poor understanding of seasons that classes have
9

to their visits and to take care not to perpetuate inaccurate conceptions. A hurried explanation with careless choice of terms and poor concept sequencing can
leave audiences just as confused about seasons as they
were before our demonstrations.

hurriea e;rp{anatwn with care{ess choice of tenns ana poor concept sequencing can {eave auaiences just as confusea . ... as tfiey
were before our denwnstrations.
Also, in spite of careful and logical presentation,
inaccurate mental connections about the seasons and
other complex astronomy concepts can occur if the discussion is beyond the developmental level of the group.
For instance, third and forth grade students (8 and 9year-olds) of normal ability can understand the seasons concept from the beyond-earth-and sun perspective and from the cycle of changing sun paths. However, most of these children are unable to easily switch

back and forth in their minds to obtain a holistic
understanding of the seasons. If our programs are too
ambitious, little gain in understanding may occur. On
the other hand, I feel that we miss an opportunity to
impart complete understanding of the seasons in public
programs and in programs for high school and university classes if we do not discuss the relationship between the two perspectives.

Rotation and revolution are terms often confused even
science writers. Most planetarium professionals
properly discuss rotation as the turning of a body on its
axis and revolution as the motion of one body about
another (or the motion of each about a barycenter).
Where knowledgeable people sometimes are inaccurate is in reference to galaxies. The sun revolves (not
rotates) about the center of the Milky Way, while the
Galaxy as a whole rotates (not revolves),
Many of us include discussions of the Pleiades in our
presentations. It was once thought that the gas surrounding this beautiful open cluster was remnant gas
from which young stars had formed. However, it is
now known that the Pleiades stars are middle-aged
stars and a chance intersection with the cloud now
results in our viewing them together. Not aU planetarians are aware of this and still inaccurately discuss
the old belief.
Cosmology is a popular topic in planetarium presentations. Many programs like to simulate and discuss
the Big Bang. Typical words are, "In the beginning, a
tightly-packed ball exploded into space with a Big
10

Bang." This is deceptive. Present theory
only forces (combined as a superforce) existed
Matter, when formed, created space as it .... ""II-' ..... '''.... '~ ......
Dc you discuss the umovemeni" 'Of a star on the
Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram. For someone WhD is
aware 'Of abstract
what
is
concept of actual motiDn. I have f'Ound
elementary-age students (to age
generally are
'Of
comprehending this representation, while
students only sometimes understand . ..., ..............
the Pacific Science Center had found the concept difficult at upper levels as well. T'O avoid confusiDn and
inaccurate learning in young students, probably it is
best to refrain from discussing such abstract ClICJlgt'iams.
So many of the beautiful solar system phlotc~2:r4aDll.s
and deep-sky objects photographed in non-visual
wavelengths have been adopted for use in 'Our
grams. It is inaccurate to state, "'This photograph
shows the nature of Saturn's ring system" when the
rings are greatly color enhanced to the naked
computers or to say "Here we see the Ar1ldrOITledla
axy taken in infrared light by IRAS" when we "see"
only the colors assigned by a c'Omputer. Our au~ctienCE;~S
have a very poor idea of processes that lead to
pictures. To fin the gap in public nYl.rto·rC;:f',::an,"11Y110"
advocate that we take some time in programs
use these pictures to discuss how they are
One excellent source is the II-page NASA
chure, "How We Get Pictures From Space" by Robert
Haynes, NF-151/8-86.

As we prepare and present programs and disseminate
materials, we should never lose awareness that both
facts and theories are constantly changing. The . . ...,'L .........
sition of earth's early atmosphere
presented
Joel at the Richm'Ond I.P.S. C'Onference), the ........"""h"...".'
known moons for each planet, the largest tel~esc:ope,
nature of evolution 'Of galaxies-all these are
ing. By paying attention t'O copyright dates, by
periodicals instead 'Of books whenever pDssible,
having practicing astronDmers as professional A& ..,.&.""......
wh'Om we can contact for information, we
can keep programs up-to-date.
by being accurate
do we achieve 'Our educational
and earn the ti tIe
'Of "astr'Onomical
title that most 'Of us
is our prDper job description.
'U'

1rII1!Jino,t!:l1"1!:l .... e

Addendum
Following this presentation at
in Richmond last summer, a number of

(Please see

pl(1me~taI'iar\s

on page
No.1, March 1989

Visions of the Universe
Wayne Wyrick
Kirkpatrick Planetarium
2100 N. E. 52
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111
The Kirkpatrick Planetarium (1958) was the first
phase of the Oklahoma Science and Arts Foundation.
After two moves, one name change, and two star projectors, the Kirkpatrick Planetarium and its parent
science museum, Omniplex, are now located inside a
"shopping mall" of museums. The current building also
houses an air and space museum, an American Indian
art and cultural museum, International Photography
Hall of Fame, four acres of gardens and greenhouses,
and eleven galleries displaying African, Oriental and
Oklahoma art and culture.

Prizes are solicited from photography, art
and hobby stores around the state. Telescope
donate telescopes and binoculars for the Best of
(BOS) winners. In 1988 we distributed over
worth of prizes.
In early October a flyer is sent to all art and science
teachers throughout the state. It lists the judges, some
prize donors, and all the rules. The entry deadline is
the end of January so periodic articles appear in
Oklahoma state teachers newsletter and newspapers
around the state.

In 1985, this planetarium was planning a NASA 25th
anniversary program. NASA provides many of the
images humans have from space. Recognizing our artistic roots, the planetarium staff wanted to emphasize
space art in conjunction with the program, and thus was
born "Visions of the Universe," a statewide student
space art competition.
January and February are the slowest months at our
museum, and March is Youth Arts Month in Oklahoma,
so that period seemed most appropriate for the staff to
spend on non-show production activities. "Visions" is
now an annual event, and the process described below is
the result of four years of growth through trial and
error, sweat and tears, and learning about art contests.
Students enter in one of seven grade/topic categories.
Grade divisions are K-1, 2-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12. We
felt that, at least in the upper two levels, there should
be a distinction between fantasy/fiction and scientific/
factual. It is difficult for younger children to understand this difference so all K-6 students enter in an
open category.
What made this competition quickly become the
largest and most respected competition in the state is
the judges. Because the contest involves art, science,
and science fiction, all these disciplines are represented in the judges. Our artists are outstanding individuals in the field. We also have directors of major
art museums in the state. The scientists are physicists
and astronomers from area universities. For the science
fiction aspect we select one SF author and one SF illustrator. Each contest is judged by six people, two from
each discipline.
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Senior Best of Show, 1988, Cheryl Beck, artist.
on black poster board.
11

The first year we anticipated
perhaps 200 entries, mostly from
local schools. We received 1200
from every part of the state, and
now receive approximately 2000
annually.
Our staff prejudges all entries to
25 finalists in each of the seven
entry categories. It is only these
175 entries that the judges see.
Each judge ranks every finalist on a
scale of 1 to 10 based on formal,
written criteria we have developed over time. The highest
ranked entries in each category
become winners. After this judging
is completed, the planetarium
staff selects a BOS in both grade

Elementary Best of Show, 1988. Lisa Sauter, artist. Acrylic. B&w
does not do credit to use of color.

school and high school. The oldest kids don't
win; this year's elementary BaS was a third
All 175 finalists and their families, as well as the
judges, are invited to a reception complete
viewing the artwork (no winners have been announced at
this point), food, and
The
is an academy awards-style announcement of 'u71 .... n,orc
slide of their artwork
screen overhead as they walk to
recei ve
awards.
Here are some hints to
your contest
smoother. Keep the reception short. Krnden~a1·tfllers
after driving for three or four hours,
through a long presentation. Make sure there is ont-"1><lrn
food, but keep it simple;
won't eat <:lIn'''''!-'' .... ntoo exotic.
Be certain the rules are clear. We allow twodimensional entries, and a surprising number of art and
science teachers don't understand what that means
it does not mean perspective is not
to be returned must be sent with return ..-"n.".", ....'"
receive a number of
ers. The Post Office will not
three months out of date. Be .........<""""~....n,ri
of packages both by mail
days. Half of ours arrive on the last two

Senior Best of Show, 1985, Leslie Baker, artist. Pastel
chalks. B&w photo does not do credit to the use of
color.
12

Be strict on entry deadlines. Teachers hate
late entries and it isn't fair to those who meet
deadlines. Be sure to invite teachers of any school that
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has several finalists. They
are your greatest source of
ad vertising.
Tell the press. Every small
town newspaper whose city
has a finalist or winner
loves to print it on page one.
This is our single biggest
source of media coverage
year round.
Finally, feel proud of
what you are doing. The student who won BOS in each of
the first two years of our contest is now on a full art
scholarship, in part due to
an interest and a portfolio
developed by our contest.
0

(Experts,

Senior/Fantasy Finalist now used as Show Theme Artwork, Jennifer Choe, artist. Acrylic. B&w photo does not do credit to use of color.

continued from page 10)

shared additional concerns about accuracy with me, as
I had requested at the end of my discussion. Here,
briefly, are their comments:
Laura Lee Kyro: "So many cartoons which contain
views of the night sky are incorrect. I think it is our
duty to educate people so that they recognize wrongly
sketched material."
Steve Berr: "I do not use diurnal motion at all for most
programs. The speeded-up view is wrong, as well as
the backwards presentations."
Katherine Becker: "Usually we present an incorrect
view about the orbital motions of the moon and earth.
We need to be careful to illustrate and discuss this
right."

Joe DeRocher: liThe planetarium moon and sun are too
large-an inaccuracy we must live with." (This produces frequent star and planet occultations whioh also
are inaccurate.-J.B.)
Tom Hocking: "When we present slides of planets, we
should make sure that they have the correct phase for
position of sun and planet shown in the planetarium
sky."
John Pogue: "I became aware of how a wrong concept
was formed when I took my daughter to view a lunar
eclipse. She expected a simultaneous set of successive
pictures of the eclipsing moon, which I had shown her
on a slide."
Tom Clarke: "Following our primary program which
includes star myths, children often ask, Are those stories true?' This is puzzling, because when similar stories are read or told by the teacher in their classrooms,
the children do not ask this question .... They know
without asking that they are not true."
0
I

John Pogue: "I'm aware of teacher training books with
many astronomical errors. One series of children's
books offers very confusing presentations--three different perspectives on the same page for third grade children."
Holly Smeltzer: A NASA activity to encourage problem-solving by having students decide what to use
when lost on the moon includes a choice of star charts.
It seems that the charts might be unhelpful in this situation if one can't see many stars."
II

Elizabeth Whitehouse: liThe planet orrery we use is
not to scale. It gives everyone the wrong idea."
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I can tell from here ... what the inhabitants of Venus
are like; they resemble the Moors of Granada; a small
black people, burned by the sun, full of wit and fire,
always in love, writing verse, fond of music, arranging
festivals, dances, and tournaments every day.
Bernard de Fontenelle, 1686
13

Proximity: Stained Glass
at Strasenburgh
Richard L. Hoover
clo Stained Glass Association of America
1125 Wilmington Avenue
Saint Louis, Missouri 63111
"Proximity," by Peter McGrain in the Strasenburgh
Planetarium/Rochester Museum and Science Center in
Rochester, New York is the remarkable achievement
of a young artist, who, working as a Colorado forest
ranger five years ago, took up stained glass.
During the hard Colorado winters, when weather
conditions made forestry impossible, McGrain settled
into making small pieces of stained glass to be sold in
tourist shops of the ski region. Learning the craft, for
this exuberant and talented young man, posed few
problems. He simply went out and taught himself how
to do it. "It's a real practical skill. It's logical, technical; and I've always been good with my hands," he
says.

His success in producing small stained glass items
panels earned him a large restaurant commission in
Steamboat Springs, Colorado, and armed with that
commission, McGrain decided to enter the stained
industry full time. About 3 years ago, he returned to his
hometown of Rochester, set up his Crystal Silence studio, and began exploring ways to get his work before
the public. After being included in numerous exhibitions and selling his residential work, he began to
explore the possibilities of designing stained glass artwork for public buildings.
"Getting something for a public place was my
All my best stuff ends up in private places and no one
ever sees it. Not even me, and I miss "McGrain

Full view of Proximity from inside lobby.
Rochester Museum & Science Center, William Frank.
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Project Description:
As a site-specific commission, "Proximity" was designed in direct re~;p(ms,e
to the aesthetic, functional
matic characteristics of the
burgh Planetarium. This
which receives 150,000 visitors
both an
ally, is intended to
educational and entertaining
ence for people of all ages. The main
attraction is the domed theater
hosts a variety of shows, ranging
children's presentations to laser
extravaganzas. Also included are
cHic displays, meeting rooms,
observatory, all open to the o"iPlniP1·~
public. The lobby serves as a
area before shows as well as an . . . <A...,.....
area for selected pieces from the
tarium's permanent collection of
related" art. The primary
behind the "Proximity" project was to
to
create something which would
enhance every aspect of the I-' ....
ium experience.
A. •.

Detail, left panel. Cast glass "ice forms" are incorporated.
Photo by Pierre Mondrag6n.

He visited a variety of public buildings in Rochester and finally settled
on the Strasenburgh Planetarium, as the location for him to break into
public art. Of course the planetarium officials had no idea that
McGrain had targeted their facility, but his panache opened the door
of Donald S. Hall, the planetarium's director. Hall, an avid glass collector himself, was almost immediately taken by the idea. After
McGrain had evaluated the setting, he took the idea to Hall, who
agreeing with the concept of stained glass in the main entrance wall,
rejected McGrain's modest proposal of a portrait of the planetarium
itself; rather, Hall encouraged McGrain to do something "spaced out
and really wild, instead."
McGrain had in mind applying for a LIFT (Local Incentive Funding
Test) grant from the New York State Council of the Arts. Grant proposals were to be submitted inside one week from the time the two men
met. Given the charge from Hall to create something different, McGrain
frantically prepared a preliminary sketch and sample panel for submission. Both Hall and McGrain were pleased with the initial concept, and
McGrain began work on developing specific ideas using the resources of
the planetarium, which Hall had opened for his unlimited use.
Before beginning to develop the meticulous detail of the finished triptych window, McGrain spent countless hours researching hundreds of
astrophysical components in the forms of sky charts, models, photographs from space, and other materials available to him at the planetarium. As research progressed on the project, McGrain was notified by
Arts for Greater Rochester, the administering agency for the state funding, that he would receive a $3,000 grant from the state council. This
grant coupled with funding he would receive from the Ruth Chenven
Foundation and the science center itself, allowed him to buy the materials, but provided little financial reward for his efforts.
Because the project is in a highly visible public space, and because he
was able to work closely with a sympathetic and encouraging client,
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u

........... .

The mural itself consists of three
arate panels which have
installed in front of and against the
existing window openings in the center
of the main entrance wall of the
tarium. In this location, it is visible
from both inside and outside the building. Essentially, the piece is traditional glasswork, utilizing various
imported and domestic glasses,
zinc, and copper foil. In addition, cast
glass elements, cast bronze tiles, ................... .....
elements, and circular and linear lenses
have been incorporated. Many
and plating techniques were used to
achieve certain special
throughout the piece, the framework is
forged and welded steel, and the entire
piece is faced with clear
The mural took over 1,500 n40~n_r,n1111'C
create, weighs over 900
contains over 2,000 separate
glass. Funding for this project was
vided by New York State
the Arts, Arts for Greater
Inc., The Ruth Chenven
Inc., New York City,
Planetarium and individual contributions.
IV'-' ................ .
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the excitement of this one . . ,. . ,. .........u,'J:.
excitement was the interest
WXXI, the local PBS .ol.cnr'C"'"n ""....
The station

IOV1">1"D,CC',c,,rl
A.U ....

~

.....

Detail, right panel. Digital grid, lenses,
and plated stained-glass planets.
Photo by Pierre Mondrag6n.

McGrain felt the financial sacrifice he was called on to
make was justified. Many artists wait a lifetime to
have the opportunity to work in a project embodying

A

OL-lW..II.JlIlIJ

to Commemorate the
Radio
on

Radio astronomy is a modern science that was born in
the United States almost 60 years ago. In the 1930's
Karl Jansky, a Bell Telephone engineer, discovered
radio waves emanating from the center of our Milky
Way Galaxy. Radio astronomy has made astounding
progress and discoveries, radically altering our perception of the universe.
The Very Large Array (VLA), the world's most powerful radio telescope, has operated in New Mexico
since the early 1980's and has revolutionized the
science. The VLA is the most demanded, most used, and
most productive radio telescope on earth because of its
extreme sensitivity to weak signals and unparalleled
ability to see fine details. A facility of the national
Science Foundation, the VLA is the finest radio astronomical instrument that the United States has ever
produced. Although it complements the work of the
world's largest optical telescopes, like the Mt. Palomar 200-inch seen on a 1948 U.S. postage stamp, the
VLA in many ways surpasses the power of every other
ground-based telescope in any wavelength regime.
16

pelrmllsSllon from Stained Glass
St.
Missouri

Many countries have commemorated radio f-r.I.'"''',..'''''"'',''' ....
on postage
the immense
value that our tec'hnlol0

stamp.
1990's the VLA will have £''' ..
In the
decade of service to the U.S. and to the
of astronomers. It would
appropriate to
tribute to its ..........
u,.>:;Jl
to the
birth and .,.....r'TAY~·h
radio
stamp C01mn1ernOlratiin2:
Y\ ......

laf".c'rI

'V ...l l p . I... .;> ....

Na tional Radio

Dr. Vanden Bout asks that readers address
support to:
Citizens Stamp
Stamp Information
475 L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, D.C. 20260

Committee
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111e Sky-Skan
pecial Effects
Las r Dis No. 1
CONTENTS:
Hubble Space Telescope -- Deep Space PihIf'III+"""4!"
Tumble -- Phobes & Delmas ........ Zooming
- The Sun through the sky of Mercury "Solar Eclipse -- Deep Space Photo Gallery
build - Olympus Mons Computer-generated
flyover - Tumbling Asteroid -- Earth from ""~........~
- Farslde of the Moon ........ Deep Space Images
flip-zoom - Crab Nebula Zoom...in - Solar
System Formation Effect - Venus probe orbit,
scan, transmission - Haney's Comet time-lapse
real sky - Rotating galaxies - Miranda flyover
Phobas transits Mars - Space Shuttle Zoom-slew
firing thrusters - Jupiter lmage-Mosiac Rotation
Venus Probe descending on parachute -- Evolution a
Comet - Phobas Probe Animation Sequence .........
Image-Mosaic Rotation ....... Zooming to Europa, iartVRlled1e..
callisto - The Sun ....... Soviet Mlr Space Station Eclipse -- Zooming Venus - Rising Saturn - Time-lapse
Also available in VHS, S-VHS,
For special usage, copies
the effects are available on video tape in
up to 1" broadcast quality. The tapes can be provided In NTSC, PAl and ..................u.

SKY-SKAN, INC., 51 Lake Street, Nashua, NH 03060-4513 ~ .. .;J!I......t""'& ..
Phone:
3) 880...8500 Telex: 6503362363 MCI UW
603-882-6522 CompuServe: 73700,110 Mel Mail: 336...2363
IN EUROPE, CONTAcr:
The Planetarium Armagh
"'VIII"~."'''' Hill
Armagh 8T61 90S
NORTHERN ."".-,' _ ...... •
Telephone: (0861)
Te.efa><: (0861) 526181
(Country Code: 44)

IN JAPAN. CONTACT:
Shibayama It:rii.a,fttoiif:jjr
3 (home 11~8 Mlr'8ami-Otsu~ca
Toshima-Ku,
JAPAN
Telephone:
Telefax: (3) 981-4155
(Country Code: 81)

effects •"nllr'lfllnllAt-a
chapter stop rues) range from i
System bodies, to compening images of a~~D-:SKV _IIJI'II~""II"".
classroom or live lecture use, these
can be
within seconds
Videodisc ,Player's remote contro
To lock to your soundtrack's
Time Code, the new
NUTMEG Video Controller (part of Sky-Skan's growing r n l l r r
family of controners) lets you synchronize the disc as if it were a sl
tray. (Think of it as a tray of 54,000 slides, and the player as a lIl"~nl'llnll'
projector capable of 30 tray advances per second.)
Beyond the video are two tracks of Audio: Track one If'n"".f'.2h"'~ fr:;:;ml~~:vn«~~
and sound effects by Mark Petersen and Ernie Wood. Track
Jonn Serrie. Also included are three slides (Phobos chord,
coordinated. to specific effects, production/education notes,

THE SKY-SKAN SPECIAL EFFE
IS AVAIlABLE NOW! ORDER .-........

The Universe at Your Fingertips

An Introductory Neptune
and Pluto Bibliogra hy
Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Ave.
San Francisco, California 94112
With the research results from the recent "eclipse
season" in the Pluto system being published and the
upcoming Voyager 2 flyby of Neptune, attention is sure
to focus on the outermost planets in our solar system
during this year. Here is a guide to the nontechnical
literature in this area for those who are planning
shows, workshops, lectures, or exhibits.
Books About Neptune
Grosser, M. The Discovery of Neptune. 1962, Harvard
U. Press. A history.
Littmann, M. Planets Beyond. 1988, Wiley. Excellent
introduction to the outer solar system.
Preiss, B., ed. The Planets. 1985, Bantam. A collection
of science articles and science fiction stories, including an introduction to Neptune by Dale Cruikshank.
Historical Articles about Neptune
Burgess, E. Uranus and Neptune: The Distant Giants.
1988, Columbia U. Press. A layperson's introduction.
Drake, S. & Kowal, C. IIGalileo's Sighting of Neptune" in Scientific American, Dec. 1980.
See also the Littmann and Grosser books, above.
Articles About Neptune Science
Brown, R. & Cruikshank, D. "The Moons of Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto" in Scientific American, July
1985.
Chaikin, A. "New Light on Cold Worlds in Sky &
Telescope, July 1983, p. 23.
Chiles, J. "Flying on a Wing and a Prayer, Voyager
tl
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Heads for a Last Rendezvous" in Smithsonian,
1988, p. 42.
Croswell, K. "Tantalizing Triton" in Space World,
Nov. 1986, p. 27.
Esposito, L. "The Changing Shape of Planetary
in Astronomy, Sep. 1987, p. 6.
Kolhase, C. "On Course for Neptune" in Astronomy,
Nov. 1986, p. 6.
Kolhase, C. "Aiming for Neptune" in Astronomy, Nov.
1987, p. 6.
Sohus, A. & Miner, E. "The Voyager Mission to
tune" in Mercury, Sep/Oct. 1988, p. 130.
Books About Pluto
Hoyt, W. Planets X and Pluto. 1980, U. of Arizona
Press. Mainly historical.
Littmann, M. Planets Beyond. 1988, Wiley. Excellent
introduction to the outer solar system.
Tombaugh, C. & Moore, P. Out of the Darkness: The
Planet Pluto. 1980, Stackpole Books.
Whyte, A. The Planet Pluto. 1980, Pergamon Press.
(Technical)
Historical Articles About Pluto
Moore, P. "The Naming of Pluto" in Sky & Telescope,
Nov. 1984, p. 400.
Tombaugh, C. "The Discovery of Pluto" in Mercury,
May /June 1986, p. 66 and Jul! Aug 1986, p. 98. (The
full story by the discoverer.)
Tombaugh, C. "The Search for the Ninth
Pluto" in Mercury, Jan/Feb. 1979, p. 4.
from a 1946 A.S.P. Leaflet.]
19

Articles About Pluto Science

Beatty, J. "Pluto and Charon: The Dance Begins" in
Sky & Telescope, June 1985, p. SOL
Beatty, J. "Pluto and Charon: The Dance Goes On" in
Sky & Telescope, Sep. 1987, p. 248.
Beatty, J. & Killian, A. "Discovering Pluto's Atmosphere" in Sky & Telescope, Dec. 1988, p. 624.
Brown, R. & Cruikshank, D. "The Moons of Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto" in Scientific American, July
1985.
Croswell, K. "Pluto: The Enigma at the Edge of the
Solar System" in Astronomy, July 1986, p. 6.
Eberhart, J. "Pluto: Limits on its Atmosphere, Ice on its
Moon" in Science News, Sep. 26, 1987, p. 207. (1page news article.)

Eicher, D. "How to Hunt Down Pluto" in
Apr. 1984, p. 35.
Eicher, D. "Pluto Emerges from the Shadows" in
Astronomy, Sep. 1988, p. 52. (A brief report on
ses and supercomputer modeling.)
Harrington, R. & B. "The Discovery of Pluto's Moon"
Mercury, Jan/Feb 1979, p. l.
Harrington, R. & B. "Pluto: Still an
After
Years" in Sky & Telescope, June 1980, p. 452.
Mulholland, D. "The Ice Planet" in Science
1982, p. 64.
Audio-Visual Resources about Pluto

The Discovery of Pluto
Tombaugh, 1985,
Pacific.)

A.S.P . Centennial Meeting In Berkeley
To celebrate its 100th anniversary, the A.S.P. is
organizing a very special meeting this summer, at
the University of California, Berkeley, from June
21 to 25. There will be three simultaneous scientific symposia, sessions on the history of astronomy, and a weekend program of nontechnicallectures and seminars with noted astronomers from
around the country. The meeting will dose with a
major public lecture by Dr. Carl Sagan of Cornell
University. We would cordially like to invite all
planetarians to celebrate this special occasion
with us.

heads the Organizing Committee.) Since 1989 is
also the 100th anniversary of Edwin Hubble's
birth, this symposium will be dedicated to his
memory. Hubble was President of the A.S.P. and
~n active participant in its 'plUOlCllU;:' and ;-"h.l~""""
hans.

The scientific symposia will focus on the theme
of evolution in the cosmos. The first will examine
the formation and evolu- tion of planetary systems, and the search for planets elsewhere in the
uni verse. (Dr. David Black, the new director of
the Lunar and Planetary Institute, is the Chair of
the Organizing Committee.) The second will look
at the evolution of the interstellar medium and
the progress of our understanding of its properties
and the stellar events that influence it. (Dr. Leo
Blitz of the University of Maryland chairs the
Organizing Committee.)

The weekend of June 24 and 25 will be devoted to
nontechnical lectures and panels on topics of current interest in astronomy, with talks on such topics as Supernova 1987A, the Voyager flyby of
Neptune, and supermassive black holes and quasars.

The third symposium will deal with the evolution of the universe of galaxies. Among the topics
for invited papers will be the form and contents of
nearby galaxies, theory and observations of galaxy formation, and the use of distant galaxies and
quasars as direct probes of the evolution of the
universe. (Dr. Richard Kron of Yerkes Observatory

20

There will also be a shorter symposium on the
history of astronomy during the last century and
an opportunity for participants to present contributed papers on the history of astronomy in oral
and poster format.

Inexpensive dormitory accomodations and discounts on local hotels, car rental, and air fares
have been arranged for the meeting. There will be
behind-the-scenes tours of Lick Observatory, the
NASA Ames Research Center, and other sites.
The San Francisco Bay Area is a wonderful place
to visit in June and we invite planetarians to
attend the meeting and plan a vacation around it.
For more information and a registration packet,
please write to: Berkeley Meeting Information,
A.S.P., 390 Ashton Ave., San Francisco, California 94112.
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favorite
an
its doom!

2Tilvitati011al interactions.
to serve as a stable '1"0."::0..,.,,,,,,,.,-,,,,
bodies you wish
as time goes on.
GEnie ID

Gravitation,Ltd Ver. 2.5.
Celestial mechanics has not been a spectator
for most of us.
we can use our
little number-crunchers to
out lists of
~~..-.'~'~~'" for that comet whose name I
not mention
until at least 2059. We can even make
and ask our favorite orbit program to
its
tions for the next few
But the numbers
that
to

Gravitation Ltd. is written in
enough
to
what's
in
with more than three

ago
the show me"
introduce a new ,...""'n",'...."...~
excl.mlJle. And now our miCf()comtJute:r
exalmt)les of bodies ...... n,",.. ...' ....
/I

eXilmp1(~S I've come across
is a
called "Gravitation
Ltd." With this
you can make
and
send them on
way
Be the
first on your block to destroy an entire solar
_"'/"" ....

The
can

~hv

exa,mr:~les. I
I have came with a COlunle
a file that creates a SmnpJle ..... un._ .....,r'ro,,,

extra memory.
is. In one
a moon
is tu~!ge'a out of its orbit by a
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tral star like its two bigger
should
sound
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There's a certain
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call
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One of the first ex,amlpl~~s
is the basic "'h","'""" ..... "'"
someone were to
objects
and ...........""' . . ,u.~ ...'......
catalog would have U,l\JU,::>CUlU~
occupy a
hunk of memory in
And who would ever have the stamina to
tens of hours to enter the data? I
'--v,

the kind of thing you can assign to your secretary in her
free moments!
But it is something a group of dedicated volunteers can
get done ... like an astronomy club. And the Saguaro
Astronomy Club of Arizona has done it. They've
created a megabyte file of NGC and other deep-sky
objects.
The original database, SAC40, is in IBM format, in
straight ASCII form. In normal, uncompressed form, it's
more than 1 megabyte in size; in ARCed (compressed)
form, it's still over 300 K. In order to make it easier to
up- and download to and from bulletin boards, one of
the chief authors (is that the right word?) divided it
into four smaller segments. It's now in the Astronomy
forum on CompuServe, and probably on other BBS's
elsewhere. Each segment covers six hours of right
ascension.
There's a lot of information. Position is given to 0.1
minutes in RA, 1 minute in Dec. Magnitude is given to

0.1 mag. Brief visual descriptions are give in
NGC abbreviated form (e.g., "pF, pS, IE,
lates to "pretty faint, pretty small,
gradually very little brighter in
There is a five-letter designation of
ally these are easy to decipher
GALXY), but I got caught on "DRKNB." I
it was
decided that if we had a "Keyhole"
right to have door knobs.
for each
Two useful bits of information
the charts on which the object appears in
atlas and the Uranometria 2000.0.
Other information includes size, source
and the constellation in which the object is situated.
Now, assuming you really have a use for over a
byte of condensed information, how do you get it? If

(Please see Computer on page

"Lost Moon," a demonstration included with Gravitation Ltd.
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THE DIGISTAR UNlVERS .

A new experience for your planetarium.
DIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, DIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to OIGISTAR.
ACOMPLETE,
EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
OIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3-D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies-Gamma Ray,
X-Ray, Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accurately computed using a Keplerian model
• 3-D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

A An interior view of the Omniversum
Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

~

SI. Louis skyline presented by

D/G/STAR. With D/G/STAR, your p/anetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the D/G/STAR Universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp., St. Louis, Mo

~

The D/G/STAR instal/ation at the

McDonne// Star Theater at the SI. Louis
Science Center. The D/G/STAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and a/ways
projects from be/ow the spring line of the
dome.

DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects ... at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful
expand instrument ~aJc'C"JUJlL",,"
and horizons.
of a proposed NASA
space station created on D/G/STAR.

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors explore
more than astronomy. Molecules
and chemical designs may be projected on the dome bigger than
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and
to
study, to educate and to entertain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be displayed and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and pro;
ject on the dome of your planetarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
DIGISTAR Universe ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, OIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (80l) 582-5847

lands. The D/G/STAR projector is located
in the center of the star theater, permitting an unobstructed view of the entire

~

dome and proViding maximum seating

used by NASA astronautS to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space.

Manned maneuvering unit (MMU)

Carolyn Collins Petersen
PO Box 3023
Boulder, Colorado 80307
The Mind-Boggling Universe, Neil McAleer, Doubleday & Co., New York 1987,
ISBN: 0-385-23039-7 $8.95 paper.
Reviewed by Carolyn Collins Petersen.
"What's it like inside a black hole?"
"How long would it take to get to another galaxy?"
"What was here before the universe?"
"Where could we build space colonies?"
As a planetarium educator, do you dread the Q&A
(Question and Answer) at the end of your lectures and
shows? Or, do you relish them as an opportunity to
"personalize" your presentations for the audience?
If you're like most of us, the Q&A is a time to be
enjoyed-a time when the audience members can ask
questions that may. have occurred to them during the
show. (And, of course, it's the time when they can come
up to the console and congratulate you on your show!)

Chances are, most of us have been confronted with
questions similar to, or perhaps weirder than those
listed at the top of this column. At times like that, a
book like The Mind-Boggling Universe could come in
handy-either as a reference guide for your own reading, or as a book you might recommend to an audience
member.

clear, concise language that readers of all levels
appreciate. The book is
with
from the NASA film Universe, numerous nh,(;!o1l"'u~·.n't"'u
photos, and a number of

Pioneering Space,
tis R. Oberg,
1986. ISBN: 0-07-048039-7
Reviewed by Carolyn Collins Petersen.
On the subject of space travel and cOloru,es, 1J1nrll:>':;'rlnn
Space is an excellent insider's view of the future
humans in space. The Obergs are
present a wide variety of discussion topics in the areas
of life support systems, space
chological problems of spclcetarers
techno-human concerns.
caelestis-that generation of ..........
the first space cities-the pll)neerS
.lLl"'. . . . . ""

At the end of the
the
ha ve written
particularly
account of the
NASA-an eye-opener for those
who want
know why one of the most efficient government
cies could allow such a
to happen. It's not
indictment of the
NASA employees who
are "the best and brightest"-but it does point a
to the few who were more concerned with . . . . .-.,,, ...,.....
safety-including the contractors who
quently gotten away with the
wrist.

Written by the author who put together the factfilled Cosmic Mind-Boggling Book a few years back,
this 245-page book is just as crammed with facts as its
earlier cousin. The author takes us on a journey in to the
core of the galaxy, and out through the spiral arms to
the realms of intergalactic space.

For those of
who still wince at the inevitable
questions about
recommend this bookit points to a brighter future in space, built on an understanding of the mistakes of
past, and it
you answer those difficult questions.

McAleer uses a keen sense of humor, and his skill at
drawing vivid comparisons to bring the elements of the
universe to a wide variety of readers. He writes brief
articles on his topics-the back-of-the-book blurb
describes them as "short takes." McAleer's short takes
do indeed provide snap-shot views of the universe, in

James Oberg is wen-known as an
space program. His book, Red Star In
history of the Soviet
employee, assigned to
tis "Cookie" Oberg is a
writer.
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Look to the Sky; An All-Purpose Interdisciplinary Guide to Astronomy, Jerry
DeBruin and Don Murad, illustrated by
Rochana Junkasem, Good Apple Press, P.O.
Box 299, Carthage, Illinois 62321, 1988.
Softcover, ISBN 0-86653-440-7, 160 pages, $10.95.

d)

Reviewed by Thomas W. Hocking, Morehead Planetarium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina 27599.
The next time a teacher calls you up with a request for
information on astronomical teaching resources, you
might want to consider steering them toward this book.
It is not an elegant, picture-laden, coffee table book.
Neither is it a textbook or a scholarly treatise. Look
to the Sky is one of those wonderful roll-up-yoursleeves-and-get-your-fingernails-dirty-out-there-inthe-trenches classroom activity books which serves
admirably as artillery in the war on astronomical
illiteracy. DeBruin is a member of the Department of
Elementary and Early Childhood Education at the
University of Toledo (Ohio, not Spain), and the author
of 18 other science activity books with titles like
Touching and Teaching Metrics Series; Young Scientists
Explore Series-Intermediate; and Scientists Around
the World. Murad has been a classroom teacher of
physics and astronomy for thirteen years. Together
with artist Rochana Junkasem (who holds a Ph.D. in
Curriculum and Instruction as well as a MFA degree),
this "Star Troika" has pooled their talents to make a
book that really lives up to its subtitle-An AllPurpose Interdisciplinary Guide to Astronomy.
The book is crammed full of activities which are
intended for use in Grades 4-12. Look to the Sky is
divided into three main parts: How to Begin to Look at
the Sky; Keep Up to Date; and How to Continue to
Look at the Sky. The book has a marvelous resource
list, a very good introduction to telescopes, easy-tounderstand maps, plus games and puzzles with an
astronomical twist.
Everything in the book is printed in extra-dense black
ink. After looking it over briefly, my reaction was,
uThese are wonderful activities, may I make copies?" I
was delighted to find notice granting the buyer pennission to reproduce the student activity pages for classroom use.
If your planetarium has a gift shop, I would strongly
recommend that you carry Look to the Sky for those
teachers who are eager to find good teaching resource
materiaL Our gift shop manager reports that this item
is a good seller, especially among teachers.

If the book has a weakness, it is that the tealcnllng
urging the user to uCaution students never to
directly at the sun for any reason," does not aDloeclr
until the section on sundials (on page 143) in the
the book. No similar warning is found in the binocular
of telescope section in the front of the book, and there
is no direct warning to the students about A,,",V""'''''''''''
directly at the sun. Perhaps the authors are
the common sense of the teachers using the
haps it was merely an oversight in the first
Despite this glitch, I find it a very useful aa~C11tlIOn
an educator's library.

(Computer, continued from
use an IBM or its clone, you can download
from
CompuServe or other BBS. If this is too rich for
on
taste, or your 300-baud modem, it's possible to
two double-sided disks directly from the authors.
Please contact me for their address if you want to do it
this way.
If you're an Apple addict like me, it turns out a

soul named Richard Wiesen has translated the entire
thing into four AppleWorks database files, cOlnplres~sed
them, and stuck them up on CompuServe. I
download them last December (which used
December and January budgets for CI$! And IntlrOd.uCE~
me to some of the interesting hazards of aOWIuoaalmg
large files ... ), and would be glad to share them
anyone. Keep in mind that the smallest segment is 142
K on the disk, and the largest (summer Milky
of
course) is 230 K. The entire catalog fits on an BOOK
but there isn't much room left over. So you must
good bit of memory expansion in your machine
you can think about using these files.
for
I can convert these to text or MicroSoft Works
the Macintosh without too much trouble. Just send me a
disk (preferably 3.5, but I can squeeze things onto
if your version of AppleWorks will do multiple-disk
reads) and postage, and let me know what malCnJme
(Mac or Apple II) and what format (AppleWorks,
Works, text files) you want the information in.
Finally, if any of you has this data available for IBM,
or for any other machine, please let me know, so that I
a
can steer inquiries in your direction.

No learning can take place while the
ing.
-Philip Sadler,
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PLANETARIUM
USAGE FOR
S CDNDARY
TUDENT
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Methacton S. D. Planetarium
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road, RDF #1
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
INTRODUCTION
In teaching astronomy, particularly to adolescents, I
have found that one of the most often asked questions
is something like the following: ''I'm a Taurus, when
can I see Taurus?" This seemingly simple query is actually a very complex question to address, for it mixes
the science of astronomy with the popular religion of
astrology, it requires an understanding of relative positions both in daylight and at night, and it involves the
little known motion of the earth caned precession.
Believe it or not, all of this is really required to offer
an honest answer to this often asked question. So how
can we as planetarium directors present all of this -to a
class of eager young students (or older students for that
matter)? I'm afraid that I can't offer any miracle lessons, but I can offer an activity that I have found to be
effective in addressing the problem, and one that has
helped me to begin to clear up the misunderstanding
that exists between the astrological term "sign" and
the astronomical designation of "constellation."
The following lesson has been used in the Methacton
School District with students in grades five to eight
(and adults). In my usage, the lesson first involves a
classroom visit, which is followed a few days later by
a planetarium lesson. The classroom activity confronts
the students with the dichotomy between the terms
sign vs. constellation. It also helps them to determine
their "day constellation" and their "night constellation" (actually noon and midnight). Following this lesson, the class comes to the planetarium for a program
that celebrates their birthdays, and allows them the
opportunity to actually see what constellations would
be visible on their respective birthdays. I think this
arrangement of lessons is best for students because it
allows some time for these controversial ideas to "sink
" and instead of
taking something
from
them (many students are very attached to their zodiac

sign), it gives them something to look forward to, when
their birthday arrives. If however, you are not in a
position to present a pre-visit lesson to students, or it is
not possible for the classroom teacher to do so before
the planetarium lesson, then you may be able to
this concept by trimming the planetarium star
activity to just the four seasons, rather than "'hr"'."' .... nevery month of the year. I would however, caution
against cutting too much from the initial
of
differentiating between zodiac "sign" and
tion." This is the crux of the problem and care must be
ta~en to make it as clear as possible. It is
to
change the time management of this
having all of the cards already hanging in place around
the room when the students arrive, rather than ., .. '",nustudents leave their seats to hold them.
some of the power of the activity is lost when the
sonal involvement is deleted. (The look on some students faces is priceless as they see that their "constelBe
lation" card does not match the "sign"
I am sure that you can find some ,...n1"nr.,,..n.'''n;c~a
that maintains the integrity of the program
your particular situation. This lesson could easily
become part of a general science or earth &
science class and could even be adapted to a social studies class comparing the sky of long ago with
sky.
In closing, I urge you to try this program and to let me
know your reactions. As always, your submission of lessons for this column is sincerely requested. We can all
grow professionally from the exchange of
and
the sharing of
ideas would be
ciated! To help in the process,
to use
format: Title, Purpose, Objectives,

tion,

Procedure.

Thanks!
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What's my sign?
What's my constellation??

Classroom Lesson

A Planetarium Lesson by

To begin the lesson, ask students if they know their
birth "sign." Usually, just about every hand in the
class will go up, accompanied by spontaneous outbursts
of: "I'm a Taurus, I'm a Cancer, I'm an Aries," etc. Then
ask if they know their birth "constellation." Tentatively, hands will go up, with students responding, "I
said I'm an Aries so my constellation is Aries."
Respond that this would not be correct. They are mixing the religion of astrology with the science of astronomy. Carefully explain that astrology follows the definition of a religion, where one believes that outside
forces are directly effecting their life, for better or
worse. Since this is a science class, we will not discuss
their individual religious beliefs in class. If they are a
Catholic, or a Jew, or a Buddhist, or an Astrologer that
is their business, but since there is obviously confusion
about these terms, the lesson will help them to understand the difference between their birth "sign" and
their birth "constellation."

Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Purpose: To differentiate between the astrological
term "sign" and the astronomical term "constellation"
and to determine at least one constellation which
would be visible on one's birthday.
Behavioral Objectives: By the end of the lesson, students should be able to:
1. Define the terms, "sign" (an imaginary area of

space) and "constellation" (a group of stars connected to form a shape or area of space.)
2. Using a diagram of the zociac constellations including earth's orbit, determine their "day constellation" and their "night constellation.
II

3. Using the appropriate star map, locate at least one
constellation that would be visible at night on their
birthday.
Materials: Worksheets, pencils, slides, packets of star
maps for the year, "Happy Birthday" Song (optional),
overhead projector and overhead transparencies of the
star maps, Signs of the Zodiac cards: 12 file folders
(any color) with the name of each "sign" printed in
large letters on the inside of the folder. The idea is
that a student can allow the folder to drop open and
reveal the name of the sign, but when it is closed you
can not "see" the sign. Constellations of the Zodiac
cards: 12 file folders (blue) or large sheets of blue construction paper folded in half in the shape of file folders. On the inside of each folder, draw the constellations of the zodiac. You may wish to print the name of
the constellation on the bottom half of the card, and
using white paint ("white-out"), or white chalk or
crayon, or small dots of white paper, show the positions of the "stars" for the constellation on the top half
of the card. [Note: depending on the class, you may
wish to use 13 constellation cards to indicate that the
sun actually appears to pass in front of Ophiuchus as
well as the other twelve zodiac constellations.]
Preparation: Assemble all necessary materials ("sign"
cards, "constellation" cards, worksheets, star maps,
etc.) Set the planetarium for the current night sky.
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Procedure:

Continue with the following working definitions.
Explain that a "sign" is an imaginary area of space
that has been named for a part of the zodiac. It can not
be seen but supposedly, according to the religion of
astrology, has powers over us. A "constellation" is
grouping of stars designating a section of space. A constellation can be seen. The signs and the constellations
do not match. You may have been born with the sun in
front of the sign of Aries but the constellation which
the sun is in front of would not be Aries, it would be
Pisces. At this point, the class is usually in an uproar.
After quieting them down, explain that for them to
understand this concept, we need to rely on a model.
Point out that many times in astronomy, or in other subjects, it is important to construct a model of a problem in
order to study it. The model for this problem will consist of a ring of the zodiac constellations and a ring of
the zodiac signs. It will also include the sun and the
earth within the ring. Depending on the size and
eration of the class, either hang the appropriate
around the room or have student volunteers (or draftees) hold the cards. There are definite advantages to
having the students hold at least the constellation
cards, but depending on the class you may wish to modify the activity.
With the materials ready, ask the students to form a
ring of zodiac signs around the room. One by one, ask
the students to open their cards to show the class the
sign that they are holding. (Be sure that you have
them in order. A tip that I use, is to have the cards
numbered from 1 to 12 on the back, so that you can
The Planetanan, Vol. 18, No. I, March 1989

quickly check if they are in the right place, without
having to individually open each card.) Explain that
since we can not "see" the signs, they will keep the
cards closed until we need to check them. (As an alternative, you can have these cards posted around the
room at eye level rather than having students hold
them. They can be opened as needed to check on the
signs.) Next, ask students to hold the constellation
cards. Distribute the cards and have the students stand
in front of the signs that match their cards (The constellation Aries in front of the sign Aries, etc.) Explain
that thousands of years ago, the signs and the constellations did match, but because of a slow motion of the
earth called precession, this is no longer the case.
(Depending on the level of the students and the
requirements of your course, you may wish to come back
to the topi of precession at some other point, but for the
purposes of this activity, it is sufficient to simply mention that it has happened.) To demonstrate this, you
want all of the students holding the zodiac "signs" to
move one position to their left, so that the sign Aries
will now be behind the constellation Pisces, etc. If you
hung the zodiac signs rather than having students
hold them, then ask the constellation holders to move
one position to their right, so that the constellation
Aries will now be in front of the sign Taurus, etc.
To find out which constellations will be visible at
night throughout the year and which ones will be
above the horizon during daylight hours, we now need
to add the sun 2nd the earth to the model. The sun
stands in the center of the ring holding a circular card
labeled "Sun." The earth volunteer will orbit the sun
within the ring of constellations. Begin by aligning the
earth person so that the sun is blocking out the constellation of Aries for him/her. Explain that this is the
earth's position during the approximate period April
21 to May 21. The sun should try to block the earth
from seeing the constellations on this side of the
zodiac. (The sun person usually loves this.) Ask the
earth which constellation is directly behind the sun
(Response: Aries). Now ask what is the "sign" that is
behind the sun. We can not see the "sign" but if we open
the folder, we can find out that it is Taurus. The "sign"
might be Taurus, but the "constellation" for this date is
Aries-not Taurus! Next, all of the constellations that
are blocked by the sun, should close their folders so
that just the blue of the outside is seen. All of the other
constellation folders should be opened to reveal the
star patterns. Now as the earth person turns, to represent the rotation of the earth, he or she can see, that
for someone born during this period, the night sky
would reveal the following constellations: first as the
earth turns away from the sun the constellation Taurus
n1ight be glimpsed and then Gemini and·then Leo, then
Virgo, and at midnight Libra. As the earth is turning,
each of the constellation cards should be opened or

closed to designate whether it could be seen or not.
(Meanwhile, the "sign" cards stay closed. We can not
see signs.) After this demonstration, ask for someone to
volunteer their birthday and arrange the earth to represent that time of the year. Repeat the steps above to
find out the day constellation and the night constellation. You may wish to repeat this activity a few more
times until you are sure the idea sinks in.
To allow all students to find out their "constellations," and also to allow for individual
distribute the worksheet. Explain its use to the
The
dates that are printed represent the "majority month"
for each constellation, but the actual date when the
sun 1vill first appear to be in front of that constellation,
as well as the last date, will vary. (If it is an
advanced class, you may assign them the task of finding the actual dates for each constellation.
may
also find that the sun will appear to be in front
thirteen constellations during the year, not just twelve.) To
complete the chart, they should find the month of
their birth, locate the constellation on the chart for
that month, draw a line from that constellation
through the sun to the line representing the earth's
orbi t, and then draw a small circle to
the
earth at that point of its orbit. If they now
the
line to the other side of the zodiac, they will find out
what constellation would be seen best at
on
the day of their birth. Some individual help
usually needed in completing the chart and it is advised
that the planetarium teacher and/or classroom
teacher circulate around the room giving
as
needed. It is also possible to have the class
in
small groups to accomplish the task.
The classroom lesson ends with the invitation to the
students to come to a "Birthday Party" at the
tarium, where they will get the opportunity to see the
sky on their birthdays and to find a constellation that
would be visible on that night.
Planetarium Lesson
Procedure:
Welcome students and explain to them the
the lesson. Students will "celebrate" their
and get to see what the sky will be like on those days.
They will get the opportunity to choose a constellation
that should be visible to them on their next nn"'ftnrl!:ll,"
and then to find it in the planetarium
work by reviewing with the students,
between "signs" and "constellations." Ask a few students to name their "constellation," that
a constellation that they found from their previous work which
should be visible on their birthday.
that to
find a constellation, it is helpful to use a star
r'>1'1"1t'V't.C'fi
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pared for the proper latitude and time of their observation. Review with the class the use of star maps.
A star map is a representation of the night sky. This
is also true for a planetarium. Use the overhead projector to show the class a sample star map. (As an alternative you can use a slide, or a large "poster" size version of a star map.) Ask the students to name the part
of the map which represents the horizon? Which part
of the planetarium represents the horizon? Which
part of the map represents the highest point? Which
part of the planetarium represents the highest point?
Briefly discuss the differences between models such as
a star map and the planetarium, and the real sky. In
the real sky, the "highest" point would be straight
overhead, on many star maps it is the center of a circle,
and for the planetarium it is the spot directly over the
projector. This can cause a problem when working in
the planetarium. Sometimes the projector may be in
the way and block part of the sky from view. Also, if
you are sitting off to the edge of the dome, a constellation right above your head may look distorted. Therefore, for some of the work, it may be necessary for students to leave their seats and move towards the center
to complete their tasks. (Keep this in mind when it
comes time for students to point out their constellations. Since they will be selecting the constellations
themselves, they may choose one for which the projector or their position in the room represents an obstacle.
In these cases, invite the student to leave their seat
and move to a better vantage point.)
Distribute the packets of star maps to all students.
As a test of their understanding, give the students a
sample problem such as the following. "Turning to the
January star map in your packet, locate the constellation Orion and put your finger on it. (Quickly scan the
class and determine if all students have successfully
found Orion. Provide help as necessary.) In which
direction does the map indicate that you should look
to find Orion? How high above the horizon should you
look?" Accept student responses and help as necessary.
If students appear unsure, then repeat this procedure
for another month of the year.
After you are comfortable with the students ability
to use the star maps, give the students the following
directions. Students should open their packets to the
map that covers their birthday. They should pick out
a constellation from the map and determine all of the
information that would be needed to find it in the sky
(which direction should they look, how high, how
many stars are shown for the constellation, are the
stars equally bright? are there bright stars in the constellation, etc.?). Explain that they must gather an of
this information now, while the lights are on, because
once they begin working with the night sky it will be

difficult to see their maps. (As an alternative to
all of the students packets that include star maps for
for
the entire year, you can give out single maps
their birth months. Ask all students whose birthdays
are in January to raise their hands and then give them
a January map, continue this procedure for
March, etc. Be aware that this will take a little more
time however.)
Once the students have selected their conSl:elJ,anons,
explain that they will now have the opportunity
look for them in the planetarium sky. Month by month
the planetarium projector will be set and reset until
they have seen an entire year's worth of the night
Further, as each month is represented on the dome
overhead, a volunteer whose birthday occurs
that month, can use the flashlight pointer to show
rest of the class his/her constellation. Caution them to
cooperate with each other, since looking at a whole
year will take some time, and the class will have to
work quickly without interruptions to complete this
task.
After an appropriate amount of time, begin to lower
the lights. Start with the night sky for the current
month. Ask for an students whose birthdays occur during that month to look for their constellations. Ask for
one of those to show the rest of the class their constellation. If no one celebrates a birthday during a ""'''''1''i"1.''''_
lar month, you can either go forward to the next
or ask for a volunteer to point out a constellation that
they recognize from previous work. (Some will make
the comment that they can still see their constellation
during a later month, which can be quite a re~rel'lnOln.)
Continue advancing the planetarium projector, month
by month until you have demonstrated each month of
the year. (Be very careful with your time management
at this point, no one likes to have their birthday forgotten, at least not youngsters. If you find that you are
running out of time, try doing two month intervals,
inviting students whose birthdays are, for example, in
September and October, to look for their constellations.
It is better to bend the rules a little here, even if the
star maps are a little different from month to .........,... u.,
rather than to hurt someone's feelings by ignoring their
birthday.)
Once all of the months have been demonstrated,
an of the students to look for their respective '-v.,.v.'.....
lations, as well as the others, in the real sky when
their birthday next arrives. Finally, as the
slowly come back up, invite the students to
year long birthday celebration by
Birthday" to us.
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Script Section
Jordan D. Marche II, Planetarium
Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604
It is with pleasure that I present the first-place winner of our Eugenides Foundation Script Contest below.
At a time when all of us were busy producing or installing our usual Comet Halley programs, Dr. Erik Zimmermann chose a unique and challenging approach to
the same topic. He created a plausible, futuristic

human voyage to the comet's nucleus during its next
return to perihelion. As such, the script contains dramatic elements that no ordinary aocmmentclry-style
program can offer. Our judges agreed l1n:~nl'1'Y'1n.ll
this was the most creative script of any submitted. I
it.
hope that you share their enthusiasm when

2061-HALLEY RENDEZVOUS
R. Erik Zimmermann
Robert J. Novins Planetarium
Ocean County College
Toms River New Jersey 08754
This program was a joint production of the Robert J. Novins Planetarium of Ocean County College and the New
Jersey State Museum Planetarium. The Novins Planetarium contributed the script and the spacecraft models; the
State Museum provided much of the artwork and photography. The audio production was done by Barry
who also composed the music and assembled the cast for the narration. I am most grateful to Bill Kinsella
Dick and Roxanne Peery for many of the ideas; in particular, it was Dick Peery who first proposed that we do
comet show as a joint project, and that we base it on a future return of Halley.
Our original intent was to produce a program (in mid-to-Iate 1985) which would not be rendered obsolete by the
passage of Halley's Comet in 1986. At that time, it was still generally believed that comet nuclei, being
composed of ice, were small and shiny instead of large and dark, as we now know them to be. It was also ac(:eptea
that the comet had a rotation period of only ten hours or so. The discovery that the nucleus was covered with
(probably organic) materials was not made for another six or seven months. These points have been corrected in
the present version of the script; only minor changes were needed. The prologue has also been rewritten in the
instead of the future tense.
With the correction of those details, I think this script could still be used next year, or next decade, for that
matter.
Abbreviations used in cues are as follows:
LD, CD, RD-Ieft, center, and right dissolvers
PI, P2-panorama systems 1 and 2
AS1, AS2 -all-sky systems 1 and 2
Rot -image rotator
Zm N -zoom projector initialized at setting N (0 = minimum, 8 = maximum)
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Introducing the Schneider Cinelux. .AV 85 . . 210mm motorized
zoom lens.
Our new Cinelux-AV motorized zoom can have some rather
special effects on your audiences, too.
Stampede a herd of buffalo their way. H uri a baseball right at
their chins. Fire a barrage of missiles front row center. You'll see exactly
what we mean.
You can create truly eye-popping zoom effects. Choreograph
action you only dreamed about before. And it's so easy to do.
The Cinelux-AV also makes lateral motion possible. And increases
your visual depth dramatically. You can even zoom multiple objectson separate projectors-in opposite directions at different rates. Fantastic!
The Cinelux-AV motorized zoom is fully programmable using
standard dissolve and control equipment. You can zoom in as fast as 3.8
seconds. Or gradually to build effect. Stop the zoom any time. Reverse it.
Or zoom several lenses together in register or slightly out. The possibilities
are incredible, as will be your show.
And here's something that will really widen your eyes. The
Cinelux-AV makes creating zoom effects more cost-effective. Compared to
all the money you could spend on expensive stand-camera photography
and multiple slides, it's a steal.
So move your slide shows to a new realm of performance and
entertainment. Make the Schneider Cinelux-AV motorized zoom .lens part
of your repertoire. It'll help keep your audiences
on the edge of their seats. Instead of on the
edge of consciousness.
For more information or a
no-obligation demonstration, call
Schneider today. We'll open your
eyes to a whole new world of
mUlti-image projection. Schneider
Corporation of America, 400
Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury,
New York 11797. (516) 496-8500.
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2061-HALLEY RENDEZVOUS
Initial setting: ST 18h,
Lat 40 0 N
Comet in Capricornus

[Lead-in music for 30 seconds. Lights down; night sky.]

Stars
PI: Pastoral pan
LD: "Prologue: 1986"

PROLOCUE: 1986
NARRATOR: In 1910, millions of people were turning their attention skyward, watching ...
waiting ... Somewhere out there, as it had every seventy-six years for untold centuries, Halley's Comet was returning.

Fade LD
Comet up slowly

As the comet blossomed in the night, many parents led their young children out into the
dark, beneath the countless stars, to view the ghostly apparition in the heavens. While the
children gazed uncomprehendingly, their parents tried to explain the importance of this
celestial visitor-how it served as a link between the generations, tying us to our past-and
our future.
And now those children are the oldest among us, and again the comet has passed. And in
1986, WE, in OUR turn, sought dark skies with OUR children, hoping for a glimpse of Halley's Comet, so that they will remember it-and US.
In January, 1986, the comet appeared in the evening sky after sunset, dimly visible to the
unaided eye. Then it vanished behind the Sun, to reappear in the pre-dawn sky during early
March ... Throughout March and early April, the comet grew brighter, but moved farther
south in the sky, making it difficult for northern observers to see it ... On April 11 it was closest to Earth, but was still three times as far away as it was in 1910. After that, it moved northward again, but grew fainter, until by May it was invisible to the unaided eye.
When OUR children have grown old, the comet will return yet again. What memories will
they keep, in that far-off year ... and what will THEY pass on to THEIR children?

[Main title music, one minute]

Comet moves slowly around
to south
Fade comet
Fade pan
Slow latitude to 300 S
CD: Title (2 slides)
CD: Credits (6 slides)
Fade CD
On radio static:
CD: "June 2060"

[Dissolve to external view of ship, zooming. Radio voices, with static.]
Zoom ship very slowly
ANCHORMAN: Good evening. At nineteen hours Universal Time, here are the headlines
from EarthNet News ...

Fade CD

.. .In New York, Mayor Antonelli has announced that he will personally take part in the
negotiations to bring the Yankees back to the Big Apple ...

... On the Lunar scene, catapult operators at the town of Slingshot have staged another work
slowdown. With this latest bottleneck in the launching of building materials, the third L-4
space colony will be finished at least a year behind schedule ...
.. .In deep space, the mission to Halley's Comet is approaching a major turning point. The
exploratory ship Ymir is preparing for the encounter with Jupiter, which will bend its course
toward its rendezvous with the famous comet. Just before the departure from Skyport
Space Station, the mission reporter, Carl Nakamura, recorded this interview with the Chief
Scientist of the mission, Dr. Andrei Rostov. Dr. Rostov was one of the first lunar colonists,
and has lived on the Moon for more than fifty years. Now aged ninety-three, he remembers
well the LAST visit of Halley'S Comet in 1986, when he was in high school ...

xf ship, stars to:
PI: Bridge pan

[Dissolve to Ymir interior. Voices become clearer. Fade music under.]
NAKAMURA: Dr. Rostov, is it true that you were born in 1968?
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ROSTOV: Yes, it is.
NAKAMURA: That's remarkable! You don't look a day over sixty!
ROSTOV: It's the result of spending most of my life under low gravity. The body suffers
much less strain, and the aging process slows down.
NAKAMURA: You must remember the last visit of Halley's Comet quite well, then.
ROSTOV: Yes, I was seventeen at the time.
NAKAMURA: Was it really spectacular?

CD: Sun, Earth, &

ROSTOV: Actually, it was a great disappointment to many people. It passed much farther
from the Earth than usual, and was behind the Sun when it was brightest. Many people who
lived close to bright city lights weren't able to see it at all. The comet came MUCH closer in
1910, but ... [modest chuckle] '" even I wasn't around THEN!

Fade CD

NAKAMURA: I guess not! ... Dr. Rostov, we've all seen how Halley's Comet has become a
major media event, and how it's being used to promote everything from drinking mugs to
strange new religions. Did anything like this happen in 1986?
All D: Comet promos
ROSTOV: Oh, MY, yes! The comet was used to sell greeting cards, T-shirts, and ocean
cruises, not to mention a HUGE variety of telescopes, VERY few of which were suited to
comet-watching ... Then there was an astrologer who worked the comet into her predictions,
and ... OH, yes, we can't forget the Reverend Joshuah Harbinger!

xf all to:
AS1: Comet promos
xfto:
CD: 1st headline

NAKAMURA: Who was HE?
ROSTOV: An obscure Southern preacher who appeared out of nowhere, prophesying that
the comet would light up the sky with "the brilliance of seven Moons," and that it was a
divine signal for the collapse of the currency, the deepening of the energy shortage, and the
start of a nuclear war!

LD,RD: Harbinger OarnOJ1lets

NAKAMURA: No kidding!
ROSTOV: Yes, and he collected a large number of really obnoxious followers!
NAKAMURA: What became of him?
ROSTOV: At last report, he had fled to Brazil, after cleaning out his organization's bank
account. But some of the things that happened in 1910 were even MORE bizarre!

CD: 2nd headline
Fade LD,CD,RD

NAKAMURA: Such as ... ?
ROSTOV: When the Earth passed through the comet's tail, many people expected to be
poisoned by cyanogen and other gases in the tail. Some people held end-of-the-world parties, while others sold "comet Pills" and gas masks. There was even a religious cult that
tried to make a human sacrifice to the comet!

LD: Caulking windows
CD: Comet Pills
RD: Sacrifice

NAKAMURA: Unbelievable!
ROSTOV: I wish it WERE! I don't THINK anyone tried human sacrifice in 1986, but I can't
be SURE ...
NAKAMURA: What a horrible thought! ... Dr. Rostov, why do you think the public is so
fascinated with THIS comet? It's not the BRIGHTEST comet around.
ROSTOV: True! But it's the ONLY BRIGHT comet with an orbit period of less than two hundred years. Because it's predictable, people can plan for it well in advance, and because it
comes only once in a life-time, it links the generations. We remember our grandparents
showing it to US, and WE show it to OUR grandchildren.

Fade LD,CD,RD

LD: Parent & child
Fade
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NAKAMURA: I see ... Returning to the subject of this mission, Dr. Rostov, why are we using
a gravity boost from Jupiter? With the new fusion drive, couldn't we reach the comet
directly?
ROsrOV: Yes, we could. But we wouldn't have enough fuel to get home again. You see, the
comet is moving around the Sun in the OPPOSITE direction from the planets, so we have to
make a TREMENDOUS change in speed to reach it. By using Jupiter to get the change for
free, we can save most of our fuel for the trip home.

CD: Orbit diagram 1
CD: Orbit diagram 2

NAKAMURA: [chuckle] I DID promise my wife I'd be home in three years!
Stars
Fade pan
[Music up. Dissolve to exterior. Radio voices resume.]
LD: Jupiter
Oezoom ship
ANCHORMAN: ... The Ymir's crew will soon be setting up magnetic shields to protect
them from the storms of high-energy particles that constantly rage around Jupiter. If the
shields should fail, none of the explorers will live to see Halley's Comet ....
Fade zoom, LO
Reset zoom to maximum
[Music up, then under. Sounds of low conversation, occasional chair scraping.]
EarthNet logo effect
NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura reporting from the research vessel Ymir, en route to
Halley's Comet.

Stars off

We're approaching our encounter with Jupiter, and all hands have been called for a final
briefing from the Mission Commander, Inge Hostrup. Following the briefing, we will do an
interview with Commander Hostrup.
While we're waiting for the briefing to begin, I'd like to note that we are coming up on
another astronautical "first." While we are NOT the first manned spacecraft to visit Jupiter,
we WILL be the first to approach the giant planet so CLOSELY. Of course, we won't have a
chance to SEE much, since we'll be passing by at more than sixty kilometers per second!
The crew is now assembled for the briefing. The next voice you hear will be that of Inge
Hostrupl the Mission Commander.

HOSTRUP: This is the final briefing before Jupiter encounter. It is VITAL that everyone
carry out his or her assignments correctly, because this fly-by is extremely hazardous.

To avoid the risk of a lethal radiation dose if our shield fails, ALL crew members MUST
remain on the bridge during the four hours surrounding closest approach, unless they have
emergency duties elsewhere.

PI: Bridge with view screens

Logo off
LO: "ALL HANDS ... "
(in left screen)
RO: "FINAL BRIEFING"
(in right screen)
Fade LO,RD
CD: "ALL CREW ... "
(in center screen)
CD: "ALL PERSONNEL..,"

Since there is ALSO a chance that one or more objects may get through the meteor shield
and hit the crew module, ALL personnel MUST wear space suits during the four hours
around closest approach.

CD: "SEND LAST .. ,"

For about one day surrounding closest approach, our magnetic shield will interfere with
radio communications, and we'll be out of touch with Earth. If any of you have last-minute
messages to send, you must do so during the next twelve hours.
CD: "NO GAMES .. ,"
Ouring that one-day period, ALL of the computer's game programs and other recreational
services will be unavailable, so it can devote ALL its processors to navigation, shield maintenance, and emergency control. I regret the inconvenience, but you'll probably be too
busy for games anyway.
Of course, you all know that the chances of ANY danger, either from radiation or from
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CD: List of hazards

meteorites, are VERY remote. Even so, we will have the BEST chance to survive if ALL of us
are prepared to act very quickly in case of a shield failure or damage to some other part of
the ship.

Fade CD

Thank you, and good luck. I know I can depend on ALL of you to do your best to insure the
safety of our mission.
[Sounds of scraping chairs, people walking away.
Low murmur of conversation fading into silence.]
NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura again. The Commander has assured us that we'll be
all right, although some of the approaching hazards sound pretty dangerous. At THIS point,
there's nothing we can do but wait and see.
With us now is Commander Inge Hostrup, who will explain what's going on here a little
more fully.
Commander Hostrup, I think all our viewers understand that we're using Jupiter to get a
gravity boost, so we can save fuel. Can you describe for us EXACTLY what's going to happen?
CD: Earth & Halley
(in center screen)

HOSTRUP: Certainly! You see, Halley's Comet orbits the Sun in the OPPOSITE direction
from the planets; its orbit is also TILTED. To go DIRECTLY from Earth to a rendezvous with
the comet would call for a velocity change on the order of fifty kilometers per second; to
return home would require ANOTHER change of the same size. Our engines don't have
that kind of performance.

CD: Add Jupiter

So, on the OUTWARD trip, Jupiter will do most of the work for us. We'll cross the orbit of
Jupiter JUST ahead of the planet ... its gravity will swing us around into a REVERSE orbit ...
and from THERE, we can reach the comet with a relatively SMALL course change.

CD: Spacecraft orbit
CD: Rounding Jupiter
CD: Comet rendezvous

NAKAMURA: Well, THAT seems simple enough. But what are the DANGERS involved in
this maneuver?

Fade CD

HOSTRUP: There are TWO dangers, which occur because we must pass very CLOSE to
Jupiter to get the course correction we need.
First, Jupiter has a very powerful magnetic field, which traps high-energy charged particles
from the Sun. These could give us a lethal radiation dose. Our ship has a magnetic shield,
which SHOULD guide the particles A WA Y from the crew module. However, there's a
SLIGHT chance that the shield could fail.
The other hazard is from meteorites. Ordinarily, these pose no risk at all. But there are
MANY small bodies in close orbits around Jupiter. Most of them are in Jupiter's ring, but
many are outside it. At the speed we'll be moving, even a very SMALL object could blow a
large hole in the skin of the ship.
To give us some protection against these bodies, the crew module is surrounded by a meteor shield made of panels of compressed lunar rock. The rest of the ship will just have to
take its chances. Most of the systems that will be exposed to meteorites are either hardened, or are built from replaceable modules. We expect that any damage THERE can be
repaired afterwards.

Jupiter magnetosphere
(in left screen)

RD: Jupiter ring
(in right screen)

CD: Meteor shield diagram

AFTER the encounter, we'll discard the meteor shield, to save weight for our later maneuvers.
NAKAMURA: If the crew module is SHIELDED from these hazards, then why are you asking everyone to stay on the bridge and wear space suits during the encounter?
HOSTRUP: That's just in case there are any unexpected problems with the shields. The
bridge is at the CENTER of the crew module, and the surrounding decks will
it
a precaution ... I've never lost a crew member
against radiation and meteorites. It's

CD: Add bridge to diagram
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Fade CD

YET, and I don't want to start NOW!
NAKAMURA: Thank you, Commander Hostrup. I know that I, for one, find your remarks
very reassuring, and I'm sure our audience does, too!
On board the research vessel Ymir, approaching Jupiter-this is Carl Nakamura, EarthNet
News. Stars.

xf bridge to:
Crescent Jupiter with
ning and aurora
side
Ship travels
dome

[Music up. Dissolve to spacecraft approaching slowly Jupiter.
Dramatic music for 1.5 minutes, for encounter scene. No dialog.]

across

xf all to:
[Dissolve to observatory deck. Star field on screen,
shifting from time to time. Fade music under.]

NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura, on board the research vessel Ymir, en route to Halley's Comet.

Pl: Observatory deck
Stars on left screen, shiftinlg
at intervals

We've weathered the Jupiter fly-by well enough, with only very minor damage--a couple of
burned-out circuit chips and a tiny hole in one instrument pod. Now all we have to do is wait
until we reach the comet.
I'm speaking to you now from the observatory deck of the Ymir, where the ship's telescopes
are controlled. With me is astronomer Dr. Jacques Dubois, who is scanning the sky with the
main instrument.

LD: Supernova remnant
(on left screen)

DUBOIS: [to himself] Ahhh ... THERE it is!
NAKAMURA: This is IT-our first sighting of Halley's Comet on this mission. Dr. Dubois
has just spotted the comet ...
DUBOIS: No, no, no! I'm looking at the remnant of the supernova of 2032. It's a favorite of
mine--some of my early research work was on that supernova. I couldn't pass up the
opportunity to have another look at it. I'll start searching for the comet soon.
NAKAMURA: Dr. Dubois, why do you need to SEARCH for the comet? I'd think you'd
have had the telescope on it all the time.
DUBOIS: Well, actually, this is the first time we've tried to find it since the
ter. During the fly-by we had to cover the telescope to protect it. And before
too FAR from the comet.

LD: False color view

Fade LD

encounwe were

NAKAMURA: That surprises me! I thought the telescope could pick up the comet even
from Earth.
DUBOIS: No! In fact, our telescope is not very large. Since we're going to see the comet
close-up, a larger one wasn't needed.
NAKAMURA: Can't the computer aim it at the right place?
DUBOIS: Of COURSE it can, but that wouldn't be SPORTING! I'm trying to find it MYSELF!

NAKAMURA: Good luck!
DUBOIS: Thanks! ... Of course, large telescopes on Earth and in space have been
the comet for a long time.

i"?':::l("'Vllncr

NAKAMURA: When did they pick it up?
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DUBOIS: Actually, they never LOST it from the LAST time around.
NAKAMURA: Really? That's amazing!
DUBOIS: Yes! The comet NEVER got out of range of our telescopes after it was first picked
up in 1982. As it moved farther away, we kept building bigger telescopes, until we could follow it all the way around.

CD: Discovery photo
(on center screen)

NAKAMURA: Dr. Dubois, what do we hope to learn from our visit to Halley's Comet?
DUBOIS: We hope to find out more about conditions at the very beginning of the solar system, when the Earth and the other planets were forming.

[Music up. Dissolve to stars, solar nebula.]

Fade CD
Stars
Fade pan
Rot: Solar nebula

DUBOIS: The solar system formed nearly five billion years ago out of a cloud of gas and
dust. The dust particles were tiny specks of rock or metal coated with layers of ice.
At the center of the cloud, the Sun formed. Heat from the Sun boiled off the ice from the
dust particles that were too close to it.
All through the cloud, the dust particles began to stick together to form larger and larger
bodies. Eventually, these bodies became WORLDS. The smallest were only a few kilometers across, while the largest reached sizes of THOUSANDS of kilometers.
NAKAMURA: What do you mean by "WORLDS"? Planets?
DUBOIS: Not necessarily. A "world" can be a planet, a moon, an asteroid ... ANYTHING
more than a kilometer or so in size.
Anyway, there were TWO different KINDS of worlds. In the INNER solar system, where
the ice had boiled away, the worlds grew chiefly out of rock and metal, like the Earth. Farther out, the worlds formed out of ICE.
NAKAMURA: What about the GIANT planets, like Jupiter? THEY aren't made either of
rock OR ice.
DUBOIS: We think they started as VERY large ice worlds, and then captured enough
enough hydrogen and helium to become gas giant planets.

xf nebula to:

CD: Planets & comets

Now, most of the larger icy worlds were captured by the giant planets and became
MOONS, or independent planets like Pluto. But there were billions of very SMALL ones,
only a few kilometers across. These became the COMETS.
NAKAMURA: So the comets are leftover pieces of icy worlds?
DUBOIS: That's right. But today, we find VERY few comets in the inner solar system. We
think most of them were thrown FAR out into space by encounters with the giant planets.
And they're still there today, in a huge swarm of comets surrounding the solar system,
THOUSANDS of times farther away than Pluto.

CD: Ejection of comets
CD: Planet orbits & Dort
Cloud

NAKAMURA: Is that cloud of comets what they call the "Oort Cloud"?
DUBOIS: Yes. It's named after the astronomer who first realized that it HAD to exist.
Out there in the Oort Cloud, at temperatures dose to absolute zero, the comets are perfectly preserved samples of the material that formed the planets-and, perhaps, of the
material that led to the origin of LIFE.
[Dissolve back to observatory deck. Fade music under.]

Fade CD
P1: Observatory deck
Stars off
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NAKAMURA: Wouldn't the surface of Halley's Cornet have been CHANGED by its many
passes through the inner system?

Stars on screen

DUBOIS: Yes, but that would only affect the OUTER layers. We're going to drill out samples from the interior.
NAKAMURA: Imagine, having a chance to study material from the origin of the planets!
DUBOIS: Yes, we're looking forward to it! ... In fact, the NAME of our ship reflects this idea.
NAKAMURA: The Ymir? What does THAT mean?
DUBOIS: In the Norse myths, Ymir was the ice giant from whose bones the world was
made.
NAKAMURA: That IS appropriate! ... But wouldn't it be easier to get these original samples
from some of the more ACCESSIBLE icy worlds?
DUBOIS: Well, there's no shortage of ice in the solar system. Saturn's moons are mostly
ice, and its rings are composed of BILLIONS of small chunks of ice ... Then there are the
moons of Uranus and Neptune ... and Pluto itself.
But ALL of those icy worlds may have been changed over the years. Some of Saturn's
moons show signs of ancient melting, just like Jupiter's moons 10 and Europa. And Saturn's
ring fragments are almost certainly not in their original condition.

RD: Norse ice giant

xfto:
LD: Dione
RD: Rings

Fade LD,RD

No, the cornets give us our BEST chance to find undisturbed samples from the origin of the
solar system. They've been locked away in the deep-freeze, untouched, for nearly five billion years.
NAKAMURA: But ... if all the cornets are out there in the Oort Cloud, how do we ever SEE
them?
DUBOIS: We never DO see MOST of them. But a few manage to escape from the Dort
Cloud.
[Music up. Dissolve to stars, Oort Cloud.]

DUBOIS: Most cornets spend all their lives in the Oort Cloud, never corning anywhere
NEAR the inner solar system. But every now and then the gravity of a passing star may disturb a few of them, and send them into orbits that bring them near the Sun.
Once they approach the Sun, if they pass near any of the planets, their orbits will be
changed AGAIN, and they may be trapped in the inner solar system. They become
SHORT-period cornets, and will continue to circle the Sun until their ices boil away or until
ANafHER encounter with a planet sends them back out again.
[Dissolve back to observatory deck. Fade music under.]

Stars
Oort Cloud
Fade pan
Slew red star
Slew cornet group

Fade star, cornets

PI: Observatory deck
Oort Cloud off
Stars off

NAKAMURA: So Halley's Cornet used to be in the Oort Cloud?
DUBOIS: Yes, until by chance it was sent close to the Sun. After a few passes through the
inner system, it must have corne close to Jupiter. THAT changed its orbit again, and it
became a short-period cornet, as we see it today.

CD: Long-period orbits
CD: Short-period orbit

NAKAMURA: How long has it been a short-period cornet?
DUBOIS: It's impossible to be sure, but our best estimate is about fifteen thousand years.
NAKAMURA: And how long will it last?
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LD: Comet on screen (Fade
up VERY

DUBOIS: There's no way to tell. Each time around the Sun, it loses a little of its ice. Eventually it will boil away, and only loose dust will be left. But it could also break up into two or
more fragments. A number of comets have done THAT. We may know more after our visit
Fade CD
Ah-HAH!!
NAKAMURA: What?
DUBOIS: I've got the comet on the screen. There it is!
NAKAMURA: [pause] It doesn't look like much, does it?
DUBOIS: It doesn't NOW. But wait till we get closer to it, and it gets closer to the Sun!
[Music up. Dissolve to stars, ship dezooming toward comet. Hold 30 seconds,
then 15-second dissolve back to observatory deck. Fade music under.]
NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura, on board the research vessel Ymir, en route to Halley's Comet.

Stars
Fade pan
Hold comet on LD
Dezoom ship
EarthNet logo
Fade zoom

For the last few weeks we've been approaching the comet, until now it dominates the sky.
When we first sighted the comet, it was only a little way inside the orbit of Jupiter, and had
not yet grown its tail. In our ship's telescope, it only looked like a fuzzy blob, or an out-offocus star.

Comet development effect
Fade LD

While we moved in on the comet, IT moved closer to the Sun, and a tail began to grow.
We're now not far outside the orbit of Mars, and the comet is becoming active.
We're sneaking up on Halley's Comet very slowly, using low-pressure steam jets for
maneuvering. We don't want to fire our fusion engine anywhere NEAR the comet, for fear
of contaminating it or the space around it and spoiling our measurements.
For the last week we've been INSIDE the hydrogen cloud that surrounds the comet's head.
That cloud is as big as the Sun, one and a half million kilometers across, but there's hardly
anything to it.
We're now quite close to the coma, and will be entering it soon. The coma is the cloud of
dust and vapor that surrounds the solid nucleus. The coma can be more than a hundred
thousand kilometers across, but it's so thin that we'll hardly know it's there. The coma looks
like a dim, glowing cloud covering half the sky. We can see stars through its outer parts.
Soon we'll be inside it, and the glow will be all around us.

Fade logo

CD: Hydrogen cloud

CD: Coma closeup

Fade CD

The nucleus itself is invisible, hidden deep inside the coma. We have it on radar, and we
should be seeing it in another couple of days ...
[Music up. Dissolve to ship, traveling through coma. Hold 30 seconds,
then 15-second dissolve back to observatory deck. Fade music under.]

Clouds
LD: Ship
Zoom nucleus

NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura, on board the research vessel Ymir, en route to Halley's Comet.

EarthNet Logo

We're deep inside the coma now, and the glow is all around us. The brighter stars can still
be seen.

Fade LD, zoom

We're now very close to the nucleus, and it's plainly visible out the viewports. Time-lapse
recordings show its rotation quite clearly. We're speeding it up here; the nucleus really
needs about fifty-three hours to turn once.

Rotating nucleus

The nucleus is only about twelve kilometers long by about ten wide; it's shaped roughly like
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a peanut. It's hard to believe that something so small could affect such a huge volume of
space, and be visible from many millions of kilometers away.
With me now is Dr. Andrei Rostov, the Chief Scientist of the mission. Dr. Rostov, what are
the plans for exploring the comet?

Logo off
Pl: Observatory
douds off
Stars off

ROSTOV: Well, we've actually BEEN exploring the comet for several weeks now, ever since
we approached the hydrogen cloud. But I assume you mean the NUCLEUS?
NAKAMURA: Right.
ROSTOV: Our first task is to map it. We've been imaging it for the last twelve hours, and
we'll continue as we approach. We'll stop about fifteen kilometers away and spend more
than a day making a complete map. This will help us find any especially interesting features.
After the map is ready, we'll approach to within 3 two or three kilometers. From there, we'll
send an astronaut out in a maneuvering unit to make actual contact with the nucleus.

CD: Rotation map 1
CD: Rotation map 2

CD: Rotation map 3
Fade CD

NAKAMURA: That will be the first person to land on a comet!
ROSfOV: Yes, but it won't exactly be a landing. The comet's gravity is so weak that you
could easily jump right off it and never come down. It will be more like climbing a mountain; the astronaut will have to plant anchors in the ice and tie on with safety lines.
NAKAMURA: What kind of experiments will you be doing?

LD: Experiment list

ROSTOV: Quite a variety. We'll drill for interior samples in several places; at least one drill
hole will go near the center.
NAKAMURA: How can you drill a hole three kilometers deep?
ROSTOV: We're using a small robot that will eat its way into the ice'and analyze what it
finds- somewhat like a termite! That will save us from having to wrestle with long drill
strings.

xfto:
RD: ''Termite''

xfto:

We'll also do acoustic sounding to map out the interior structure. We'll have a network of
sensor probes all over the surface to record the rate of melting of the ice, and to measure
strains within the ice. The probes are so sensitive that we'd know it if a FLY landed anywhere on the nucleus.

LD: Sensor map
Acoustic waves {tX)la:nz,atH)nJ

We've also stationed several space probes at different points inside the coma, to measure
the composition and behavior of the gas and dust in the coma.

RD: Coma probes
Fade
waves

NAKAMURA: When will the first contact be made?

Fade RD

ROSfOV: In about two days, if everything goes on schedule ...

Clouds
AS2: Nucleus
RD: Ship
Fade pan

[Music up. Dissolve to ship approaching nucleus. Hold 30 seconds, then 15-second
dissolve to airlock. Nakamura's voice sounds normal, but astronaut's and
commander's voices have low-fidelity, radio quality. Fade music under.]
Airlock
Zm 7: Astronaut
clouds
Fade
NAKAMURA: This is Carl Nakamura, on board the research vessel Ymir, at HaUey's
Comet.
We're now in the control room of the Ymir's airlock, where one of the crew is preparing for
E.V.A., to make first contact with the comet's nucleus. Commander Hostrup is finishing up
the checklist now ....
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RD: Checklist

HOSTRUP: Air supply eight hours?
ASTRONAUT: Check!
HOSTRUP: Batteries fully charged and holding?
ASTRONAUT: Check!
HOSTRUP: Fuel supply four hundred kilos?
ASTRONAUT: Check! ... Checklist complete. I'm ready for E.V.A. The airlock's clear-go
ahead and depressurize.

Fade RD

HOSTRUP: Depressurization sequence starting.
Flash RD: "WARNING ... "
[Sound of rushing air fading into silence-" 10 seconds.]
HOSTRUP: Depressurization completed. Outer hatch is opening.

Start hatch opening (double
unveilor)

[Pause 10 seconds. Hatch opens silently, revealing stars.]
ASTRONAUT: Hatch is open. I'm launching.

Dezoom astronaut through
hatch

[Pause 5 seconds.]
ASTRONAUT: Speed 5 meters per second.

Start hatch closing

[Pause 5 seconds.]
ASTRONAUT: Speed 10 meters per second. End acceleration.

Fade zoom as hatch closes

HOSTRUP: We have you on radar. You're right on course.
[Music up. 15-second dissolve to astronaut
approaching nucleus. Fade music under.]
ASTRONAUT: Deceleration ended. I'm just a few meters away from the nucleus ... Drifting
forward a little ... Contact!

Stars
Nucleus pan
Fade airlock
Astronaut descends
Astronaut stops

HOSTRUP: Is that ANOTHER small step for a man?
ASTRONAUT: Not exactly! I landed on my HANDS!
HOSTRUP: Do you have a good grip?
ASTRONAUT: No! This ice is very porous and brittle. Pieces break off in my hand. I'm
going to drill in and set an anchor.
ROSTOV: Describe what you see!
ASTRONAUT: Well, it's a little like climbing an ice cliff. The ice around me has lots of holes
in it, and a fragile structure, but the drill's hitting much harder ice underneath. I don't know
if the whole surface is like that; I'm too close to see much of it ... On my approach I saw a
large fissure running across the surface. It looked as if someone hit the nucleus with a meat
cleaver. You've probably got it on your maps ... THERE! The anchor's set. Now I can tie on
my lifeline.
ROSTOV: Once you're secure, get some good pictures of your immediate area. Then you
can set the instrument probes. If you can, try to plant some probes on either side of that fissure. I'd like to know more about that feature-we weren't expecting to find anything like it.
ASTRONAUT: Roger! I'm setting up the camera now ...
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CD: "July 2061"
Fade nucleus pan
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[Music up. IS-second dissolve to observatory deck.
Title: "July 2061: Perihelion."Fade music under.]

PI: Observatory deck
Fade CO

NAKAMURA: Dr. Rostov, we've been watching the nucleus of Halley's Comet for four
months now. Have we made any surprising discoveries?
ROSTOV: A great deal of our information still has to be analyzed. But we do have some preliminary results.

CD: Melting 1
(on center screen)

First of all, the ice is melting at the expected rate, about a million tons per day, which
means that the diameter of the nucleus is shrinking at the rate of about one centimeter per
day. This is so small that the comet should last for a long time yet.

CD: Melting 2

The surface ice has a very open, porous structure, because of melting and refreezing at the
surface. It looks a grf~at deal like a SPONGE, or like foam rubber-except, of course, that
it's made of ice. But only a few meters below the surface, we find solid ice that has NEVER
melted.

CD: Melting 3

CD: Spongy ice

The ice at the surface is very dark, almost as black as coal. This was a great surprise to the
astronomers who discovered it in 1986. They expected the nucleus to be small and shiny,
instead of large and dark. But, over the years, sunlight has decomposed the cometary
gases, and left a residue of solid carbon and other organic material behind-like a thick
coat of black paint.
As we go down into the nucleus, for the next couple of hundred meters we find ice that has
been contaminated by meteorite impacts or other processes, and is not in its original state.
After that, we reach ice that has not been touched since the comet formed.

CD: Cross section

There seem to be some hints of a small core with a different make-up from the rest of the
comet, but our drills haven't thoroughly explored that area yet.
Most interesting of all is the large fissure we discovered when we first arrived. It's been
growing slowly as the ice melted, and now it runs almost a third of the way around the
nucleus. In places, it's extremely narrow, but in one spot it's twenty meters wide and several
hundred meters deep. The ice around it seems badly flawed; it's melting faster than in
other places, and is giving off a lot of gas and vapors. We're keeping a close eye on it.

CD: Fissure growth
Seismic graph revealer
(on right screen)
RD: "Seismic
CD: Sensor map

NAKAMURA: Commander Hostrup, I notice that one of the crew is working on the nucleus
near the fissure. Why is that? I thought we had no E.V.A. scheduled for today.

Fade

graph

HOSTRUP: We didn't. But the melting near the fissure has loosened several of the instrument probes, so I set up a special E.V.A. to have them re-implanted.
[Music up. IS-second dissolve to comet panorama, with astronaut
hovering nearby Radio-like quality to all voices. Fade music under.]

Stars
Nucleus pan
Fade observatory deck

HOSTRUP: Can you report on the condition of the probes?
ASTRONAUT: Most of the probes near the fissure were loose, and half a dozen of them
were floating freely altogether.
HOSTRUP: How's the work going?
ASTRONAUT: I'm replanting the last probe now. I've set them all much deeper than usual,
to allow for further melting.
ROSTOV: What's the condition of the ice?
ASTRONAUT: It's very rotten. It's like the "foamed ice" structure that we see all over the
surface, but it goes much deeper. There are some HUGE holes that have opened up since
the last time I was here ... WHOOPS!
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Brief vapor
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HOSTRUP: [Urgently] What's wrong?
ASTRONAUT: Nothing, really-just a big puff of vapor came up from the fissure.
DUBOIS: The sensor probes just detected a small quake. Did you spot any movement in
the crust?
ASTRONAUT: No, but I wasn't really looking for it.
HOSTRUP: I suggest you cut loose from the surface and back away to a safe distance.
ASTRONAUT: Roger! ... WOW! THAT was a BIG one! I could FEEL it through my boots!

Surface jolts
vapor puff

DUBOIS: The readouts show a much larger quake and major gas venting from the fissure.
HOSTRUP: Get away from there IMMEDIATELY! Give yourself at least half a kilometer
clearance!

Astronaut rises

ASTRONAUT: Roger, I'm cutting loose NOW ... Accelerating at full power.
ROSTOV: Another quake is building up.
ASTRONAUT: Speed twenty meters per second ... Cutting power ... Rotating to view the
comet.

Surface jolts
steady vapor flow

DUBOIS: This is the biggest quake yet.
ASTRONAUT:.! can see most of the fissure from here.
ROSTOV: What's happening? Can you see anything?
ASTRONAUT: This is unbelievable! ... The fissure's GROWING!
ROSTOV: Are you sure?

Jolts continue mterrmttently

ASTRONAUT: I can SEE it getting longer. Your instruments MUST be showing it!
ROSTOV: The quake meters are off scale!
DUBOIS: All cameras are running.
ASTRONAUT: I've got my suit camera running, too!
ROSTOV: Keep describing what you see!
ASTRONAUT: I can't believe this!
DUBOIS: What?
ASTRONAUT: The comet-IT'S SPLITTING IN TWO!
HOSTRUP: Get clear NOW!
ASTRONAUT: I AM clear! I wouldn't go near THAT for ANYTHING!
ROSTOV: What's happening?
ASTRONAUT: The crack just ran all the way around the comet, and a huge piece is tearing
loose!
DUBOIS: Is it breaking off COMPLETELY?
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ASTRONAUT: Yes! I can see stars between the pieces all the way across! It looks as if about
a third of the nucleus has broken away!

Fragment rises

HOSTRUP: Return to the ship immediately!
ASTRONAUT: Roger-but I think the danger's over now. It's just that ... now we've got
TWO comets to keep track of!
[Music up. IS-second dissolve to observation deck.
Title: "November 2061." Fade music under.]

Fade nucleus pan
CD: "November 2061"
Fade CD
EarthNet

NAKAMURA: ... and so, incredible as it may seem, Halley's Comet has now become TWO
comets.
The two fragments are slowly drifting away from each other. Dr. Dubois says that when they
return in 2134 they'll be several MILLION kilometers apart.

RD: Two comets

Scientifically, the break-up was a blessing. It let the research team get at material that was
deep INSIDE the comet before it split in two. BOTH fragments are covered with instrument probes, so we'll be able to study the two comets long after we've returned home.
Among the general public, I imagine that feelings are more mixed. Halley's Comet has
been a symbol of permanence and stability for more than three hundred years now. People
who set great store by such things are going to find this hard to swallow. But for better or for
worse, we're going to be waiting for TWO comets in 2134.
And of course, there's BOUND to be a small minority of people who feel that WE are
responsible for the breakup of Halley's Comet. To those, we can only plead "not guilty." We
were HERE, but all we did was WATCH. The COMET did this on its OWN.
It's been four months since the breakup. The comets are moving outward from the Sun,
and their comas and tails are beginning to disperse. That material will never return to
either comet. And soon, we, too, shall depart-ALSO never to return. The instruments we
leave behind will keep watch for us.

Fade RD

It HAS been an adventure, but our mission is over now. I think ALL of us will be glad to
back home to the Moon.
On board the research vessel Ymir, at Halley's Comets, this is Carl Nakamura, EarthNet
News.

off

Dezoom two comets very
slowly
[Music up. IS-second dissolve to space ship moving away
from two comets. Fade music under radio voices.]
ANCHORMAN: Good evening. At twenty-three hours Universal Time, here are the headlines from EarthNet News
In New York, Mayor Antonelli has announced that he will spearhead a drive to resurrect
the century-old Westway project ...
In other news, the Radical-Reactionary Popular Front has vowed to take harsh retribution
for the destruction of Halley's Comet. Calling it "a crime against human history," a spokesperson for the RRP.F. threatened "the severest possible penalties" for the members of the
Halley Expedition ...

slowly rises as comets
continue to dezoom

[Music up-hold 30 to 40 seconds. All visuals fade-lights up slowly.]
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The National Science Teachers Association recently
recommended to the National Science Foundation a list
of high-priority science education initiatives
Teachers Association
next decade ("National
the 1990's," Journal of
Science Education Initiatives
College Science Teaching, Vol. 18, No.3, pp. 152-153).
Their list includes:
Endowed a11~rDnne-O]~]eJnt~~a education chairs in
science departments at colleges and universities.
II Individually designed multi-summer programs for
high school science teachers.
III Science teacher preparation fellowship and . ,. .... ,,,..,,./ ..
programs for schools with a majority of "at
dents.
e A progranl of improved testing and assessment.
III Laboratory technicians for high school science
atories.
III Regional science resource centers.
• Science education research and
centers.
III

a source of InE~xt:~n.shre
etariums :srUJUIU

SllP1JIU;~S

NST A
recommends
centers be
in
United States.
of
would be funded at an
Ll'v'YV,\.1'VV

fits to science educators.
There is no
at this time of .........,,,,..,, ..... nand President Bush will react to these ...ar'"... ........ 'lI'V'a'M,,rl
but President Bush
........""h ..
h the
1I-....

u ..........

As one would

their recommendations are
WE~lgJhtea toward teacher preparation and retraining. Whether these recommendations will be
accepted and
is yet to be seen, but the
get the
approval of these initiatives would
"education president" George Bush off to a
start with most science educators around the country.
There are
course important implications in what
happens to these recommendations for all nl!:lnt:l.t!:ll-1111r1n
educators. But one of these initiatives could have a
particularly important direct impact on plcme~tar'iuln
personnel. The resource centers could
directly involve university, museum
planetariums. Put more strongly, these centers should
involve planetarium educators.
According to NSTA, these
centers would "be
utilized to concentrate the resources needed by science
teachers to
their
These centers can
workprovide models of effective teaching
shops on new techniques and technologies, opportunities for research in science
use of media, and
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science eaUCiit1()n.

Conclusion:

stars on their ........
to
at least some
and the ...
the science of
invite
to
and
results.
'l-h ...'1 "',,",.

f l l ...... ,.,. .....

StarTheatre
Homer's d
To Life

•

rID

Homer's compelling
quest and exploration comes
life in a riveting show
and adventure. Based on
epic poems The Iliad and
Odyssey, The
will transform your
into a world
beauty
unearthly magic filled with
monsters, ghosts, kings
heroes.
Audience: Grade 6 - college, general public.
Program Length: 35 minutes.

StarTrack™ Sound Kit
Features an original sound track with narration
by professional actors and music by the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra. Tapes are prOvided
on 7 inch reels, at 7.5 ips., 1/4 track in stereo
with a 15 page transcript and lesson plan.
cassette version is also available
upon request. .................................. $195.00
StarCraft™Slide Kit
Contains over 1 00 original pen and ink
drawings. . ...................................... $235.00
Photographed as kodalith slides mounted in
glass .............................................. $745.00
Color gel kit. .................................. $ 55.00
Product Support
Sound processing and other customizing
services are available by calling our product
support staff.
®

StarTheatre Productions
102 Lancaster Road
West Hartford, CT 06119
(203) 236-STAR

To receive your free demo tape call: (203) 236-STAR
All products are shipped within 48 hours, UPS ground.
©1989 Lancaster Communications Group

Gibbous Gazette
Donna C. Pierce
Highland Park I.S.D. Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75205
WHERE'S THE ASTRONOMY?

I thought· of Wendy's spokesperson Clara Peller's
famous line uWhere's the beef?" after the IPS Conference in Richmond with 'Where's the Astronomy?" Am
I in the wrong organization? Friends reporting from the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific's Annual Conference in Victoria, B.C. last summer left me very envious.
As a planetarium director and astronomy teacher for a
school district I may be in a Catch-22 situation, but I do
not think it needs to be. Being coordinator of several
regional conferences I much admired the Richmond
staff's organizational skins. The Conference was weUrun, and the accommodations and food were superb!
But, where was the astronomy? I felt the Conference
was a "presentation" conference, and suggest more
hands-on astronomy to our Swedish host in 1990.
McDONALD OBSERVATORY 50TH ANNIVERSARY

Save the last week in July for FRONTIERS OF STELLAR EVOLUTION! Over twenty astronomers from all
over the world will participate. Topics and speakers
include (arnong others): "Stellar Evolution Then and
Now" 0. L. Greenstein), "Evolution of Lower Main
Sequence and Brown Dwarfs" 0. Liebert), "Mass Loss
from Giant Stars" (G. Knapp), "Supernovae from Single Stars" (W. D. Arnett), "The Evolution of Interacting Binary Stars" (1. Iben, Jr.), "Supernovae from
Binary Stars" 0. Craig Wheeler), "Theories of Galactic Evolution" (R. Larson), "The Spectroscopic Survey
Telescope" (C. Sneden), and "Fifty Years of Observations at McDonald" (Harlan J. Smith). FRONTIERS
OF STELLAR EVOLUTION will start on Monday, July
24 and run through Friday, July 28, 1989. The presentations will be given at SuI Ross University in Alpine in
combination with some special programs at McDonald
Observatory on Mount Locke at night! Contact McDonald Observatory, The University of Texas at Austin,
RLM 15.308, Austin, Texas 78712-1083 for further
details.
ST. LOUIS SCIENCE CENTER

Congratulations to the Center on their $34 million
fund drive for an additional 57,000 square feet to an
already super facility! The new additions will house
space for a 76' Omnimax Theater plus exhibits entitled
"Ecology and the Environment," "People: Physically
and Culturally," uTechnology," and "Space Sciences."
And my warmest thanks to Director John Wharton and
52

his friendly staff of the McDonnell Star Theater for
most enjoyable visit! Keep up the good
doing great! Yes, Virginia, John does do a
show that investigates the astronomical nature of
Star of Bethlehem. Eight Pierces enjoyed that nrl="'~C-"Y"1tation during the Holidays! I also saw
Kidnap"-a very entertaining educational show for
all ages and a superb combination of astronomical
ity and quantity!
RALPH MUELLER PLANETARIUM

The Ralph Meuller Planetarium of Lincoln is celebrating its 30th year of operation. The 34 foot dome
opened in March of 1958 as the first planetarium in
Nebraska! Current director, Jack Dunn, joined the
etarium staff in 1971 and has seen both the planetarium equipment and the show schedule expand
As an example, in 1987, the Mueller Planetarium
created 29 new planetarium and laser shows. This
schedule served to attract new audiences and
visitations. But-underlying all the
improvements the Mueller Planetarium still tried to
of
bring simply "the wonder of the stars" to the
Nebraska!
NEW PLANETARIUM FOR NEBRASKA

The Omaha school board accepted bids for construction of a planetarium at the King Science Center at
Mann. The district hopes to have the planetarium
installed by May. (Omaha World-Herald,
5,
1989).
ILLINOIS PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR

The Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) named David Linton, Parkland ...... ;;J:.~
astronomy instructor and director of the William
Staerkel Planetarium, as one of 30 professors selected
from 464 nominations received by CASE. The National
organization is based in Washington, D. C. Candidates
were judged. on their abilities as
service to
their institutions and professions, achievement in
teaching and scholarship, and achievement
former
students. GLP A member David holds a
degree in physics and a master's
ics. At Parkland, he has served as Pb·IrH:)t·~1"l·l1rn ....................
tion Specialist in developing
for area
schools. He has been involved in curriculum "'.0'''£'''-''>'"'ment for College courses in astronomy, physics,
VJl....

:A--
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science and for Parkland's College for Kids Program.
ABOUT PEOPLE YOU KNOW
MIGHT WANT
Congratulations to Bob Kelley, San Antonio College
Planetarium, on getting his pilot's license! Good luck to
Jay Boisseau, Bradenton, Florida, with the Planetarium Business Quarterly. Thanks to Wayne Wyrick and
his staff at the Oklahoma City's Kirkpatrick Planetarium for their Adopt-a-Star in the Planetarium
Theater" fund raiser (see story in "Regional
Roundup")-that's certainly more in line with IPS
views! Way-to-go Jean
retired
director, on talking your way in to photograph the
Goldstone 71' dish last fall! Good luck to Rich
vird, IPS Fellow and SWAP Honorary Member, on his
his wife reports he was
deer hunting in East
home for the Holidays. Job-well-done to Bow Walker,
Hudnall Planetarium at Tyler Junior College, for his
Teachers Guide to Programs, and best of luck in the
remodeling after the fire that destroyed everything
but the planetarium. Wishes for good studying habits
to John Cotton, Science Place II Planetarium, in workon his doctorates in computer engineering. Students
Carolyn Collins Petersen and Donna C. Pierce (no, I did
not take Carolyn's maiden name for my middle initial
as did someone we all know) need good vibes since both
are taking calculus-based physics courses. Congratulations to Bill Martin who served as a volunteer to the
Kirkpatrick Planetarium in his junior high school
advanced to a week-end lecturer, and now a college graduate become full time staff member! Thanks
to Mark Sonntag, Angelo State University, for securing
Cyril Ponnamperuma for SWAP's Annual Conference in
April (see "Regional Roundup" for details). Wow's to
Don Garland, Noble Planetarium and Fort Worth
Museum of Science and History, for enlisting Cosmonaut Alexander Alexandrov from the Soviet Union for
help in opening the Museum's new "Space Spinoffs"
exhibit and taking the time (well, someone had to do
it) to escort him to Houston and to NASA! Alexandrov
spent a total of 310 days in space and has made several
EVAs to repair their space station. Congratulations to
Larry Krumenaker on his internship this spring with
ABC-TV's U20-20"! Best wishes to Gayle Bitner, Burke
High School Planetarium in Omaha, on her marriage
to Andreas Boecker of Selm-Bork, West Germany! New
arrival to GPPA President Alinda Wengenroth, Grout
Museum Planetarium in Waterloo, and hubby Robert
was son Alex Campbell last August! Alex attended the
GPP A's Conference in LaCrosse at the age of seven
weeks and made a short appearance at the hospitality
suite wearing a name tag which read "Future Shuttle
Astronaut." What a star! Eloise Koonce and staff,
Richardson I.S.D. Planetarium, are coordinating their
heliostat usage with middle school earth science
teacher Lois Harbaugh (recipient of a Christa McAu-

liffe
Lois spent
bank radio teleS(~or>e
class project!
KUDOS & CASTIGATIONS
In keeping with the traditions of some
planetarium-related distinctions" started
editor John Wharton "Gibbous Gazette:"

II

KUDOS TO:
PLANETARIAN OF THE YEAR:

Planetarium in . . "',.,....... ,"'"4DISTINGUISHED

Luenlmghoen4~r

""'''''t:V',.""" IPS minutes he writes on
for
the IPS Volunteer Committees!
THE UNIVERSE IN THE
for
the Fall 1988 issue lito
using student interest in such .Ifiction sciences'
help encourage critical
and illustrate
use of the scientific method."
ORION TELESCOPES for all their
attitude and
WATCH and for their
tise!

HERE'S TO 1989
With a new 8" Meade
new gnln(lSCm
"' ......".. . . ,..,,,,......,,. students for sec~on.(1 S(~m~~st(~r
1989 is

GIBBOUS GAZETTE welcomes

knowing we 'care' in
deaths-the usual that
also information that really
the Uinternational"
in us a heck of a lot closer. IPS is such a talented
all
interesting group of
and letters coming to
'7..-.'........... ,.....
personal S.O.S. to all
copies of the news, please.

SecretaryJ s
Notepad
Gerald LII Mallon
IPS Executive Secretary
204 Haws Avenue
Norristown.
Pennsylvania 19401

It is somewhat hard for me to imagine, but the calendar doesn't lie, and it has now been two years since my
election as an IPS officer. I have been informed by the
Elections Committee that I have won re-election
(which to be honest isn't too surprising since I was running unopposed). Nonetheless, it is with renewed vigor
and gratitude that I begin my second term of office as
your Executive Secretary. My gratitude, in particular,
goes out to all of you who are helping our profession to
grow by your commitment and hard work on the behalf
of the planetarium

various projects for the benefit of the profession.
light of this, I would like to take this opportunity to
say that it is a pleasure and a privilege to accept
re-election and to continue to help the profession
whatever manner that I can. I would also like to can
on all of you to step forward and to do the same. Listed
below you will find the names of those who are
as the coordinators for various task forces and ........r.ia"'.c
Take a moment and volunteer to help with one or more
of these, or if there is a topic that you think should be
addressed and it isn't, then volunteer to do so. We
have a tremendous foundation from which to build.
Lend a hand. Thanks!
Information Items:
1. The Elections Committee reports that all of the proposed changes in the IPS By-laws were approved in
the recent balloting. They also report that the election
results for officers are as follows: President-Elect,
Pogue; Executive Secretary, Jerry Mallon;
Mark Petersen.
2. The various task forces and project teams are
work on their projects. The group working on
for New Planetariums reports that their material is
now
The Script Bank Project has found a home
and is
ready to
The
Planetarium
Group has been
the other teams. If you
one of these __ ~.'; . . .
",,"n

not listed
the IPS explore
gestion
a show to its members),
con tact me
win continue to try to facilitate this process.
n1"{"\104"t

This has been an extremely productive and busy two
year period. We held an excellent conference in Richmond, Virginia, chaired by Ken Wilson and Eric
Melenbrink. The conference permitted many of you to
present papers and workshops from which the membership benefited greatly. Plans continue to solidify
for our first European conference to be held at the
Futures Museum in Borlange. We have a professional
journal that has grown to twice its former size, packed
with useful and stimulating articles, this under the
capable leadership of John Mosley. Within the IPS
Council, we now have a set of Standing Rules and
updated By-laws which permit business to be conducted in a smoother and more timely fashion. We are
co-sponsoring a newsletter for teachers (The Universe
in the Classroom) which is helping the cause of astronomy education worldwide, and is putting the IPS name
in schools, libraries, and planetariums where it hasn't
reached before. We have produced some terrific special publications and even more are planned. The
Directory continues to grow under the direction of Mark
Petersen; each issue providing more detailed information than the one before. In addition to aU of this,
there are now about two dozen Task Forces working on
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Portable Planetariums
Sue Reynolds
OCM BOCES
Box 4754
Syracuse, NY 13221
315-433-2671
Electronic Bulletin Board
Eric Schreur
Kalamazoo Public Museum
Hans Baldauf Planetarium
315 South Rose St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
616-345-7092
New Column "Current Productions"
Thomas W. Hocking
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
919-%2-1236
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Report PIms. & Science Crisis
Samuel A. Storch, Plan. Director
E. R. Murrow High School
1600 Avenue L
Brooklyn, NY 11230
718-258-9283 x 17

Survey on Renovations
Ken Wilson
Ethyl Universe Planetarium
2500 West Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23220
804-367-0211

Slide Bank
Rita Fairman
Akima Planetarium
Students Museum
Box 6204
Knoxville, TN 37914
615-637-1121

Pen Pals
April Whitt
Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60605
312-322-0338

Script Bank
Donna Pierce, Plan. Director
Highland Park High School
4220 Emerson
Dallas, TX 75205
214-526-4S00

PSAs Audio and/or Video
Kris McCall
Sudekum Planetarium
Cumberland Science Museum
800 Ridley Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37203
615-259-6099

Packets for New Planetariums
Donna Pierce, Plan. Director
Highland Park High School
4220 Emerson
Dallas, TX 75205
214-526-4S00

Report on Standardization
Greg Rawlings
Sunrise Children's Museum
746 Myrtle Road
Charleston, WV 25314
304-344-8035 xlII

Coordinate Travel to IPS '90
Rita Fairman
Akima Planetarium
Students Museum
Box 6204
Knoxville, TN 37914
615-637-1121

Exchange Program for Personnel
April Whitt
Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60605
312-322-0338

Corporation for Plan. Production
Thomas W. Hocking
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
919-962-1236
Plan. Director of Certification
Art Klinger
The PHM Planetarium
Bittersweet School
55860 Bittersweet Road
Mishawaka, IN 46545
219-259-7941
Awards
Phyllis Pitluga, Chair
IPS Awards Committee
Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60605
312-322-0319
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IPS Sponsored Show
Position Open
Exhibits
Eileen Starr
Eastern Washington University
300 Patterson Hall
Cheney, WA 99004
509-359-6391
Curriculum Projects
Elizabeth S. Wasiluk
Berkeley County Planetarium
Hedgesville High School
Rt. #1, Box 89
Hedgesville, WV 25401
304-754-3354
Reviewers for Planetarian
John Mosley
Editor, The Planetarian
Griffith Observatory
2800 E. Observatory Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
213-664-1181
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3. The Awards Committee is seeking nominations for
the various IPS Awards (Service and Fellow). A list of
current fellows was printed on page 55 of the March,
1988 issue, and the criteria for selection for this award
and for the IPS Service Award is printed below. Take a
moment and look over the list; consider other members
of the Society who may be worthy of this great honor
and send your nominations to A wards Committee Chair
Phyllis Pitluga (see page 4 for her address),
4. Plans continue for the 1990 Convention to be hosted
by the Futures Museum of Borlange. The first official
announcement and call for participation was made by
Lars Broman at the IPS Conference in Richmond. All
members can expect to receive specific information on
the IPS '90 and a request for papers/workshops. Please
plan now to attend this important function and offer to
share your ideas by your active participation as a presenter.
5. The V. M. Slipher Committee is accepting applications for projects that enhance the public's understanding of astronomy. Preferences will be given to projects
requiring seed money for programs that will continue
beyond the funding period. Proposals should be no
longer than three pages and should contain: objectives,
procedures, and budget. Applications should be sent to:
Dennis Schatz, Chair, V. M. Slipher Committee,
Pacific Science Center, 200 Second Ave. North, Seattle,
WA 98109. See page 64 for details.
6. Notice is hereby given that the IPS Executive Council will hold its next session during the first week of
July (tentatively July 4th, 1989) in Athens, Greece,
through the invitation of the Eugenides Foundation.
This will be in conjunction with a meeting of the EuroPlanetariums. Those in attendance are also
invited to present a paper at the meeting, if they
would like. All council members are asked to begin
making plans now to attend this important function. A
separate mailing win be sent listing all of the details
of the meeting. Please remember to send your deposit
by the due date, and to indicate whether you would
like to give a paper at the conference that will follow
the Council meeting. Concerning the Council meeting,
all council members, committee chairs, and project coordinators are asked to submit items for the agenda to me
by April
1989. A tentative agenda win be developed and mailed to Council prior to the meeting. Your
early input would be greatly appreciated. All committees and projects should be prepared to present a written report whether by mail or in person at the me~etlltlg.
In closing, I thank you once again for your concern and
support. As a fellow member of the society, I look forward to gaining from your active participation.
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Call for Nominations
The Awards Committee hereby invites nominations for
IPS Awards including the "IPS Service Award" and
"Fenows of the International Planetarium
"
Below is listed the rules and criteria
each of these a wards.
A: The following is the IPS Service Award Criteria:
1. An IPS Service Award shall be bestowed, from
to time, by the Society
an Individual or institution whose presence and work in the pl2metaI'imn
has been, through the years, an inspiration to the
fession and its members.
2. The criteria for such an award call for sut'le<:ti\i'e

judgement since there is no easy way to de:SCflDe
concretely the prerequisites for the nomination
candidacy of a prospective recipient. It should be
implied, nevertheless, that a nominee for this Award
has had a broad, deep, and concrete effect in the
fession and its development.
3. Any member may submit nominations to the Awards
Committee.
4. The president shall inform the Council of the
Awards Committee's recommendations and
a
vote for each and every such recommendation
(approval of 2/3 of those present in an oral vote).
5. None or any number of Service Awards
at each LOlotererlce.

be

6. Recipients
at which time
plaque InCHCaltll1lg

of the International
a member must meet one of the

'8: In order to be named a
.... ,.n..~110.,·.. 6

1. Continuous active
the Society for at least ten

n40£l.n40 .... a

... ch ......

in good stanctmg in

2. Continuous active m€~mt)ershiD
the Society for at least five years,
tributions in at least two of the
IPS in elective office, diligent and
cmnnut1tee work, and the organization of COIHelrences
and meetings. b) Relevant and significant DubUcatioI1S
and/ or conference presentations. c) Cooperation with
professional societies, organizations, and rr...r", ....",,,
bring attention to the importance of
existence. d) The development of new methods and
media in planetarium presentations.
0
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Regional Roundup
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 242-3000 Ext. 261
CompuServe #72467,2051

Any interesting news, events, activities, etc. from any
of the IPS regions is always welcome. If you have anything that you would like mentioned in the regional
roundup column, please forward it to me at the above
address or via CompuServe electronic mail.
British Association of Planetariums
The final deadline for submissions into regional
roundup for the next issue of The Planetarian is Wednesday, April 12, 1989. Please mark your calenders
accordingly.

No report, Terence Murtagh, representative.
European/Mediterranean Planetarium Association
(EMPA)

Thank you for your contributions and support!!
Association of Mexican Planetariums (AMPAC)
The Alpha Cultural Center in Monterey, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico held a series of events last October in commemoration of its tenth anniversary. The events included
an Omnimax film festival, opera and piano concerts,
and a series of lectures emphasizing the popularization of physics.
The Severo Diaz Galindo Science Center & Planetarium in Guadalajara, State of Jalisco, held the first
National Meeting of Astronomy Associations in Mexico
from November 3rd-6th. The purpose of the meeting
was to establish the founding of the National Association of Astronomy Societies in Mexico.
The Museo Technologico De C.P.E. in Mexico City
inaugurated it's newly refurbished facility on November 28th. Manuel Holguin, of the Mexican Astronomy
Society, was responsible for the refurbishing. The original 1970 lena model was kept and the facility will
begin public operations in the near future.
The Tabasco 2000 Planetarium recently upgraded to
computer automation. AlTaR ARRIETA worked in conjunction with Manuel Holguin in developing a computer
interface and software support.
AMPAC welcomes a new member facility into it's
ranks. It is the H. Escuela Naval Anton Lizardo of
Veracruz, Mexico. The facility houses a planetarium
for a~tronomy instruction to the cadets.
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The First European Planetarium Conference was
in Strasbourg, France, on May 7th and 8th, 1984
the patronage of the Council of Europe's Science and
Technology Commission. 120 planetarians from 15 countries attended that first meeting.
The second European Planetarium Conference was
held in Paris, France, at the new Cite des Sciences et de
L'Industrie from May 6th through 8th, 1988.
well over 100 participants from 24 different countries
(Western and Eastern Europe, United States,
and Columbia) came together. The main
conference were: "Today's Technology for
Public and Stuurns," Astronomy for the
dents," and "Special Programs and Related
ties." Other activities included the presentation of 2
Omnimax films-The Magic Egg and Skyward.
tarium programs were presented at the Cite des
ences et de L'Industrie (Spitz Space Voyager) and the
Palais de la Decouverte (Jena Spacemaster). A visit
was made to the Paris Observatory and a dinner-cruise
was held on the River Seine.
II

During the conference, the groups of French and
man speaking planetariums met for their own business.
The German
(ADP,
Deutschsprachiger
German-speaking Planetariums) was
at the opening of the Stuttgart Planetarium.
The next meting will be, for the first time, in East
Germany, April 9th and 10th, 1989 at the new
tarium in East Berlin.
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Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)
The 1988 meeting of GLPA was hosted by Dale Smith
at the Bowling Green State University Planetarium in
October. Those attending were treated to a variety of
speakers, papers, demonstrations, workshops and
planetarium shows. The history of the discovery of
the outer planets was revealed by Armand Spitz Lecturers Dr. Mark Littman and Dr. Clyde Tombaugh. Dr.
Littman's talk, titled "Neptune:" The Planet Discovered on a Piece of Paper," was a perfect companion to
Dr. Tombaugh's recollections on the "'Discovery of
Pluto."
Half a day was devoted to ten different workshop
sessions included make-it-take-it cloud and meteor
projectors. New conference features included a review
of the year in astronomy, this year presented by Dr.
Theodore Snow and a series of live school lessons, presented before the assembled conference delegates.
Jeanne Bishop presented a lesson on the seasons to an
eighth grade class from a local school, and Bob Thomson and Sheldon Schafer teamed up to present a lesson
on rotation to a class of third graders.
Dr. Lois Cheney, Professor Emeritus of Theater, discussed "Drama Under the Dome: Sight, Sound and
Space," followed by excerpts from a reader's theater
presentation, and a live music sampler, including
handbells, harp, vocalists and brass. It was truly an
exceptional evening. As if all this weren't enough, 20
papers were presented. All of the conference papers
and events will be included in the 1988 GLPA Proceedings.
Next year's meeting will be hosted by Dave Linton at
the Starkel Planetarium, Parkland College, Champaign, Illinois. The conference dates will by October
1989.
Gary Sampson (Wauwatosa
School PlanetarWauwatosa, Wisconsin) has written the December "Viewpoint" for Astronomy, entitled A Nation
Hungry for Astronomy." It describes some of the discoveries which he and his class made during their recent
tri p to China.
II

David Linton has been named Illinois Professor of
the Year
the Council for Advancement and Support
of
Congratulations David!
The Cernan Space Center of Triton College received
the "Mars Parties" from USA Today,
International
Chicago's ABC affilisaw Mars at the Cernan Center
ate. Over 2000
during ~l)temt~r.
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David Hoffman, a longtime member of
retired from the planetarium field to direct a
tion Army shelter program for the homeless in StpVPf\S
Point, Wisconsin.
GLP A Newsletter Editor Bart Benjamin
Space Theater, River
report on vandalism and theft in pI,metalla.
planetarium has been the victim
either of
would appreciate learning of the details. Your
ity's name win be kept confidential.
Sharon Parker, Director of the SpaceQuest Planetarium at the Children's Museum of Indianapolis,
like to announce the following staff appointments:
Wayne ·Blankenbecker, Producer; Gregory
Tec.hnicali and Dan Hawkins, Artist/Photographer.
Plans call for the planetarium to open in the fall of
1989. .
Gary Tomlinson (Roger Chaffee Planetarium,
Rapids, Michigan) is reminding planetarians that
next National Astronomy Day is scheduled for May
1989. A booklet that offers suggestions for hosting
local event is available by writing Gary
Astronomy Day Coordinator, Chaffee Planetarium, 54
Jefferson Avenue S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503.
Please send a request on institutional stationery and
include $2.00 for postage and packaging ($3.00 OUltS'UJle
the U.S.).
Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA)
Dr. Gary Carlson of the Lueninghoener l.Jlane-tal'1lUrln,
Midland Lutheran College, was recently awarded
GPPA Distinguished Service Award. This
was
given to Dr. Carlson in recognition of his active
ipation in the planetarium field and the
Planetarium Association. Congratulations Dr.
GPP A members
Sharrah
Arkansas at Fayetteville and Keith l..-J01enne
Chanute High School Planetarium, Chanute, ro..(l.U::»C:I;::i
were recently
as fellows of the m(~eIT1lanOnal
Planetarium Society.
The 1988 GPP A Conference was succes,stuU
October 6th through 8th at the University
sin at LaCrosse. Twenty-four GPP A members were in
attendance and were hosted by Bob Allen.
presented on a variety of topics ranging
construction by Dave DeRemer and
Man
Rambo into Orion by ..........
JjlrlnJKm.an.
Astronaut Major Mark Lee was the t-t:\~.t-n'I'.ar'Il ;::iLJt;::(lJi..,;:.r
Major Lee updated the group on the latest
penings and future planetary missions. Major Lee concentrated on the Magellan mission to Venus as he is
1-:;irllP'l"G;:

& ........,...,.
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scheduled to help deploy the spacecraft, among other
duties as mission specialist, during the upcoming STS30 flight.
Dr. Gary Carlson recently obtained 2 new cassegrain
telescopes for educational use at the Midland Lutheran
College. They are a Celestron Compustar and a Meade
10-inch f/6.3.
Jack Dunn, Director of the Ralph Mueller Planetarium, University of Nebraska, announces that his facility has been selected as one of only twenty places in
the United States to receive a fully operational satellite receiving system from the General Instruments Corporation Videocipher Division. General Instruments
donated and installed a fully steerable satellite dish,
transponder and miscellaneous equipment. Jack will use
the equipment for educational and teleconferencing
purposes.
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS)
The 1989 MAPS Spring Conference will be held April
6th through April 8th and will be co-hosted by Richard Peery and Tom Stec. The meeting will be divided
between the Central Bucks East High School Planetarium at Doylestown, Pennsylvania (Tom) and The New
Jersey State Museum Planetarium at Trenton, New Jersey (Richard). Conference highlights will include
some exciting, some interesting ,and some unusual paper
sessions, workshops and demonstrations. The IPS
award-winning program 2061: Halley Rendezvous, coproduced by the Robert J. Novins Planetarium at Toms
River, New Jersey and the State Museum Planetarium
in Trenton, New Jersey will be presented at the State
Museum, demonstrating the new MS-I0 Minolta Planetarium. Lawrence Marshall of Gettysburg College will
present the Margaret Noble Address entitled Supernova 1987A. For additional conference information,
contact: Richard Peery, New Jersey State Museum
Planetarium, 205 West State Street, CN 530, Trenton,
New Jersey 08625 of Tom Stec, Central Bucks East High
School Planetarium, Holicong and Anderson Roads,
Buckingham, Pennsylvania 18912.
Plans are underway for the 1989 Summer Institutes in
Planetarium Education hosted jointly by Spitz, Inc. and
West Chester University. Institute I runs from July 1014, and is entitled ''Naked Eye Astronomy," and will
be taught by George Reed. This session is for those who
need. brushing up on basic astronomy. Institute II is entitled "'Teaching with the Planetarium," and will be
held from July 17-21st. This session will emphasize
the educational use of the planetarium in the classroom

include Sheldon Schafer, Steve Russo, Dr. Gerald Mallon and Edna DeVore.
Tuition is $240.00 per session, with graduate credit
available for an additional charge. A post-institute
trip to China is also available for an additional cost.
For more information contact Mona Coldiron,
Inc., Rt. I, Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania 19317.
The Benedum Natural Science Theater in
WV has once again broken all attendance records

a holiday LASER presentation entitled A Winter
Fantasy." The program was produced in-house by staff
members Curtis Williams, programmer/digitizer, and
Mike Allen, artist. More than 63,000 persons attended
the program between November 16th and January 15th.
This year's holiday attendance combined with last
year's holiday attendance totalled over 114,000 people! That sure beats doing the "Star of Bethlehem"
program to only a few hundred. The best result of the
great LASER program attendance is that the planetarium program attendance has also grown significantly.
1/

The Benedum Natural Science Theater has also committed to acquiring the latest Cinema-360 film venture, The Northern Lights, produced by the Northern
Lights Planetarium in Tromso, Norway. The film is
expected to be released sometime in June of this
Larry Brown, formerly with the Andrus Planetarium
in Yonkers, New York, and the Hayden Planetarium in
New York, is now with the Andrus Planetarium
this time as the new Director. Past-Director,
Elvert, has moved westward to assume dil'ec1torship
the Lane Education Service District Planetarium in
Eugene, Oregon.
Nordic Planetarium Network (NPN)
Planetarians form Denmark, Norway and Sweden
met in Borlange, Sweden, December 8th and 9th. This
meeting was the first in a series of planned topical
meetings, and it dealt with the Planetarium Storewhat to sell, what to import, what to manufacture,
translation of texts to and between Nordic languages,
cooperation between Nordic planetariums, and other
related topics. The next meeting in the series is
planned to be held in about one
and will focus on
mobile planetariums.
The participants from Tromso, Norway announced
that they are going to host the 1990 Cinema-360 meetto the
ing. It will be held in July, immediately
IPS' 90 conference in Borlange, Sweden
it win be
the first European meeting of its kind. One more
reason to go to northernmost Europe in 199O!

Along with Dr. George Reed, guest instructors will
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Pacific Planetarium Association

nominated for PPA office
were; Alan Gould and Tom MclJono'ue:lh.
and
Bakerforc~.~~~~~~u

"-"A&n.. '_A':>

terlen(~e

The 1988 autumn PPA conference was hosted by Ron
Oriti at the Santa Rose Junior College Planetarium in
November. Forty-two members participated in paper
sessions, demonstrations, tours, and banquets held during the three day event.
Lee Bonneau was appointed to chair a committee
which will try to document as much of the history of
the PP A organization as possible. Others serving on
the committee are Steve Craig, Charles Hager, Ed
Tony Pabon, Billy Smith and Don Warren. If
you have any information relating to the
years
of PPA, please contact anyone of the committee members.
The PPA Spring Conference will be held at Yosemite
National Park, California from April 6th through
9th, Dr. Cris McKay, NASAl Ames Research Center
and the Mars Institute has been invited to be one of the
speakers. The PP A Fall Conference will be held at the
Gladwin Planetarium in Santa Barbara. Dates and
details of the conference are still in the planning
stages.

Planetarium Association of '-<!lAla"«
No report; Ian McGregor, relJre'selntaltiv'e
Mountain Planetarium ~"'''V'I...U'''''V''''
The folks at the Hansen Planetarium
much easier these days. The tax limitation
on Utah's November ballot
to cut
at the pockets. Fortunately for
and for
in Utah, the initiatives did not
The 1988 RMP A conference was cancelled
untimely death of Arthur Barton of
Mexico. The new Assistant
Victoria
has announced that the conference has been reS,Cflleduled for February 10-12, 1989. For additional
tion contact: Victoria
Assistant . . . . . ,. . 4-"',,,,,,,,....
Director, P.O. Box 533,
88311-0533.

ides
Soundtrack
368

31 minute cassette
on a professional
quality cassette
Annotated
Educational

inviestigallestheDossibillitv
extraterrestrial
number of stars in our galaxy,
chances of life on other worlds,
and search for intelligent life in
the universe. A science fiction
story about future contact with
another civilization weaves
through this
program.

11111111111!1111111111111111111!lltlllllllll!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Please send the "life Beyond Earth" planetarium production

Address _________________________________________

Please return to: Andrea

M;Bcl'lI1urralV

Science
601

The

lJln'>10rfl1"1flYl

Maryland~-21230--301-685-2370

No.1, March 1989

B cassette
C cassette
dbx cassette

check
......... Ih,..'"''

order
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The Southeast Planetarium Association (SEP A)

three days with a trip to Houston and NASA.

The Bishop Planetarium in Bradenton, Florida has a
new staff artist. He is Brian Matthews, a recent graduate of the Ringling School of Art in Sarasota, Florida.
Not only is Brian a fine artist, but he is an avid amateur astronomer as well.

Wayne Wyrick, SWAP President, and his staff at
the Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma
have
raised over $1600 on their Adopt-a-Star (in the
tarium) fund raiser. The donation varies
to
the magnitude of the star being adopted. The donor
receives the IAU data on the star and a picture of the
star in the planetarium.

The Bishop Planetarium is also geared up for their
Second Biennial Professional Planetarium Production
Techniques Workshop that will be held from July 9th
through July 13th. Attendance is limited to only 32
people, so be sure to register early!

Jean Henry recently toured the radio
at
Goldstone in California and will share the visit with
slides at the SWAP conference.

The 1989 SEP A conference will be hosted by SEPA
president, David Hostetter at the Lafayette Natural
History Museum Planetarium from June 28th through
July 3rd in Lafayette, Louisiana. For additional conference information, contact: David Hostetter, Planetarium Director, Lafayette Natural History Museum, 637
Girard Park Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70503.

Barbara Baber of the Morgan Jones Planetarium in
Abilene, Texas is demonstrating the Doppler effect to
her 8th graders using sound waves. She uses a Dual
Trace 2 oscilloscope, a Panasonic tape deck, a Casio
keyboard, prisms, LASER light and a spectrum
Barbara designed her demonstration as a hands-on
workshop for students.

Southwest Association of Planetariums (SWAP)

On August 10th, some of the Dallas-area
ans honored Howard Estes of Spitz, Inc.
ered-dish supper. As a Spitz technician,
doesn't get too many home-cooked meals on the road. 0

San Angelo is planning some serious star-gazing for
SW AP in 1989. The annual conference for the Southwestern Association of Planetariums will be April 7th
through 10th, at the Angelo State University Planetarium in San Angelo, Texas. Conference host, Dr. Mark
Sonntag, announces these highlights for the meeting: A
lecture by Cyril Ponnamperuma on "Chemical Evolution and the Origin of Life;" a visit to the largest Spitz
512 installation in the Western Hemisphere; a trip to
the largest Plains Indian pictograph site in North
America; a visit to historic Fort Concho; a West Texas
barbecue, and some serious star gazing. Everyone is
invited· to attend. For additional information contact:
Mark Sonntag, Planetarium Director, Angelo State
University, San Angelo, Texas 76909.
The McDonald Observatory will celebrate it's fiftieth anniversary with "Frontiers of Stellar Evolution." The symposium will be at SuI Ross State University in Alpine during the day and at the Observatory
on Mount Locke at night. See "Gibbous Gazette," page
52, for details.
Don Garland reports that the second phase of renovations in the Noble Planetarium is complete and is
back up to full operational status. The Fort Worth
Science and History Museum has opened a "Space
Spinoffs" exhibit with the largest collection of space
spinoffs ever assembled. The exhibit includes several
"hands-on" interactive stations where people can
experiment with space-borne technology. Cosmonaut
Alexander Alexandrov from the Soviet Union was
present for the opening, and Don was his guide for
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It is only recently that speculation about the existence

of intelligent extraterrestrial life has turned into serious scientific study. As recently as 40 years ago
all scientists would have argued that life,
unique to earth, was at least exceedingly rare.
15 years have brought about an almost
change of opinion. Today a large segment
tifk community is willing to accept the
life is common in the universe, that many ClVlllZaWJnS
have existed and still exist in our galaxy,
many may be more advanced than our own. Indeed,
debate is now concerned primarily with how
to
discover these civilizations rather than
the
plausibility of their existance.
Project Cyclops Study

1971

We are like the inhabitants of an isolated
New Guinea who communicate with societies in
boring valleys by runner and drum. When asked
an advanced society will
guess by an extremely rapid runner or by an ~""''YI r,hnlhlll
large drum . ... And yet, all
while, a vast 1nt,c)'II'n,(J_
tional cable and radio traffic
them, and through them ....
interstellar drums, but we
cables ..
..

Carl Sagan in Cosmic Connection
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SPECIAL AWARD PRESENTATION
IPS BANQUET, 2 JULY 1988
VON DEL CHAMBERLAIN
We are all somewhat familiar with the history of developments in the planetarium field. We have occasion
review a few highlights this evening.
We pick up the story in 1912. Professor Max Wolf, former director of the Heidelberg Observatory, after reviewing earlier attempts at creating models of the sky, suggested that there should be an entirely different
to
duce a realistic model of the heavens. Wolf suggested that a device should be invented and
at
Deutsches Museum in Munich.
In 1913 Oskar von Miller, founder and first president of the Deutsches Museum, who was interested in Professor
Wolf's suggestion, presented his ideas to the firm of Carl Zeiss of Jena. His concepts were grander rather than new,
but they maintained the interest and the Zeiss engineering group was challenged to come up with something fresh.
Experimentation was started, but then interrupted by World War I.
The challenge was taken up again in 1919, but no new ideas came forth. In March of that year Dr. Walter
Bauersfeld, chief engineer for Carl Zeiss, prepared a letter to the Museum expressing failure. t'Ol'tullatlel
especially for us-the letter remained unsent for a few days, and in that critical window of time KCl11.or'c ....oIIr1
reviewed the project one last time. Inspiration struck. He was able to cast aside the idea which had been fixed in
their minds by Von Miller and others of making a bigger rotating globe; he grasped hold of a fresh concept and
announced it to his staff.
The great sphere shall be motionless; its inner white surface shall serve as a projection surface for many smaller
projectors which shall be placed in the center of the sphere. The reciprocal positions and motions of the little
jectors shall be interconnected by suitable driving gears in such a manner that the little images of the heavenly
bodies, thrown upon the fixed hemisphere, shall represent the stars visible to the naked eye, in position and in
motion, just as we are accustomed to seeing them in the natural clear sky.
This was the vital innovation, leading to our profession. The rest is a story of perseverance and detail, of hard
and important work to be sure. The spark of brilliance which we can now look back upon and call "service to our
society," allowing us to formally recognize and honor as a society of people the work of an ind.ividual, was whatever took place on that spring day inside Walter Bauersfeld to pave the way to something which would
knowledge and enjoyment to large numbers of humans.
Now, let's change the frame. In America in the 1940's Armand N. Spitz was a user of a Zeiss planetarium at the
Franklin Institute's Fels Planetarium. Perhaps most educators would simply bask in the joy of such a facility
available in his vicinity to introduce the sciences of the sky to people. Spitz was not content to be where
opportunity existed. He thought about where it did not and could not exist-of the majority who could not
extended time learning of the stars in such places. So Spitz experimented in his own home with his family as
students. He won the support of others, and in October 1947 installed a small very inexpensive instrument at Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonberg, Virginia.
Again, the rest of the story is interesting and important detail, but not to be reviewed here. Suffice it to say that
Armand N. Spitz was another innovator whom we should honor as performing a vital service to what is now our
profession.
We have inherited pointers which project arrows which we might say are emitted from the brilliance of these
innovators. One was an engineer who discovered a new way of accomplishing a desired and worthwhile purpose.
The other was an educator who recognized that the teacher is the most important ingredient under the starry
dome.
Holding the pointers and controlling the devices resulting from the imagination and work of these two individuals is a special, even sacred, responsibility. We would do well to reflect upon what can come from two people's
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efforts. We recognize that many others supported them, but they were the key players.
Let the record show that the International Planetarium Society, on this day, July 2, 1988, in KH~nIln.mla,
ginia, presented posthumously its highest award for distinguished service to its two pioneers, Walter Bauersfeld
and Armand N. Spitz.

The V.M. Slipher Committee
of the
National Academy of Sciences
Announces Funds Available in 1989
Improvement of Public Education in
During 1989-90, the V.M. Slipher Committee will have a modest amount of funds ($4,500) to award for ...,....r""",.,11-'"
that enhance the public's understanding of astronomy. Preferences will be given to projects requiring seed
for
programs that will continue beyond the funding period. The committee does not wish to limit the amount
requested, but proposals for more than $1,000 will need to be especially deserving to receive full
Past
grants have included support for radio programs on astronomy, refurbishment of an historical telescope for use in
public observatory, partial support of teacher workshops and park interpretive workshops.
If you wish to submit a proposal to the V.M. Slipher Committee, please note the following criteria:

1. The objectives and procedures to be followed in the project should be outlined in concise terms.
2. The budget page should identify how funds will be spent (please note any other funds allocated to this
both direct and in-kind).
3. Proposals should be short-no longer than three typewritten pages.
4. Applications must be postmarked by May 22, 1989. Notification of grants will be made around July
Please send applications to:
Dennis Schatz, Chairman
V.M. Slip her Committee
Pacific Science Center
200 Second Ave. North
Seattle, Washington 98109

Index Available
A cumulative index of all major articles that have appeared in The Planetarian from the first issue through
including) the present issue is available from John Mosley, the Executive Editor. The index is available on disk for
within
MacIntosh computers ($5.00 ppd) or printed unbound ready for placement in a three-ring binder ($12
North America). The index is updated as each issue is completed and is always current when ordered.
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That's right-your eyes aren't
you! This beautiful X- Y panning
can be yours for just $395.00! It's not a
comes to you fully assembled,
tested. All you do is plug it in, point a
at the mirror, and go! What could be
Operation is extremely easy, too!
is turn on the power switch on
set the joystick to correspond with
posi tion of your image on the dome,
you're ready for movement) flip
switch-the image goes to the
and stops (just like magic!).
the engage
switch in the on position and the mirror will
follow the joystick as you move
All this is
done with DC servo controls-which means no
limit switches to get out of adjustment or complicated wiring. There's even a
control to vary the movement rate!
The following are some of the features that make the XP-2B such a
value:
*Large 6 1/4" by 7 1/4" mirror

* DC servo . . . . . ,. . ... _. . .

*LED indicators for power and engage

* Simple,
motors

*Smooth, reliable operation
*20 foot connector cord standard

Extension cables are available up to 75 feet in length
Don't delay! Order your

Prepaid orders receive 5% discount
XP-2B Panning Mirror $395.00 each

ORDER FROM:

Joe Hopkins Engineering
P. O. Box 14278
Bradenton, FL 34280

$1.00 per foot.

or

that I think the public is
should be interested in.

JANE'S
CORNER

Next up on my priority list is I1n.1Jtl1lttHl
the astronomy demesne that is of a
or timely nature, but that is not nec:ess:an
something my immediate audience is
to be able to view directly in the
capitalize on1 fast-breaking,
news about the universe, like Nova
or space exploration (can't wait for those
pictures from Neptune next August!) or a
new paradigm like string theory that has been in the
headlines lately.
f

Jane G. Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
I once visited a major planetarium whose bread-andbutter, is school shows for large numbers of kids in a tristate area. They showed me their school brochure; 6 or
7 shows were chronologically listed for the year
ahead. "It's amazing," I said. "I don't know how you
can have shows in the can that far ahead."
"We don't," they said. "We sit around and brainstorm for a couple of days and think of 7 titles that
sound spacy, pertinent, etc. Then the brochure is
printed. When the brochure goes out, we have no idea
what the shows will be about."
How do we figure out what shows to do? Jon Bell,
planetarian from the Virginia Living Museum in Newport News, offers his strategy.
Jon says: I seem to be having a problem coming to some
kind of decision about what the [next1 planetarium
show is going to be. I've got a couple of ideas that seem
good, and currently I'm playing with a "how do we do
that" kind of presentation. But I'm not all that wild
about anything at the moment.

Whenever I get into this fix, I usually drag out my
standard formula for decision making. Basically it's a
priority list of what kind of show would be best for my
audience. Probably you all have priority lists of your
own, but mine goes like this: I assign highest priority
to shows that deal with a really neat, knock your socks
off ephemeral event. That's why I did 'Eclipse 1984 in
the Spring of '84, that's why I did 'The Tale of the
Comet ' (or whatever you called it) in the Autumn and
Winter of '85- '86, and that's why my theater [offered
'A Trip to Mars' in the Summer and Fall of 19881. This
is where my greatest loyalty lies: serving as the
astronomy resource for my community for sky events
I
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The only down side about having this area of show
presentation so high up on the priority list is that
can fall victim to fad theories or institution
For example, at the moment I'm working on an outline
for next summer's show, '20 Years on the Moon' or something like that. At the same time, my museum director is planning on having me do a 'Death of the Dinosaurs' show next summer. This might seem to be an
insurmountable problem, but I've already got the first
couple of paragraphs for this show already written
out in my head. I think it will go something like this:
'Millions of years ago, great fat dinosaurs dominated
the earth. They were pretty happy for awhile,
suddenly (without warning) they died (everybody
'a-w-w-w'). How did this happen? Many astronomers
now think that large rocks, or comets, or
pretty swatting big, smacked into the earth and basically interfered with the dinosaurs' right to be
Is such a thing possible? Who is responsible? Are
they insured? Is there really big nasty stuff from outer
space that can take an occasional pot shot at an innocent planet like earth? Why, sure. In fact our nearest
neighbor in space, the moon, is literally pock-marked
with the acned scars of meteor strikes that have bombarded its surface for eons. You know, it was
20
years ago that astronauts first set foot on the moon ... '
Last on my list is the 'desperation gambit.' This
involves pulling up the computer listing for all the
shows ever performed in the planetarium since it
opened 22 years ago, and finding out the last time we
did a show on thus-and-such, and then
if,
a) anybody out there will remember that show,
b)
if anybody out there would ask for their money back if
we did it ....
Well, that's Jon Bell's formula for show pn)dtl!ctIlon.
o
What's yours?
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When word gets around that
we'w: sold another large
Sl'fCE" Automadon system to

a m'lJor planetarium, many
smaller racnltles conclude that
the world's most advanced

WIlli SI'fCA you'U be
empowered to perform
sophisticated interactive
branching , , , for educaUonal
prOQlams that uniquely
address the needs of each

and reUable media control

system Is beyond their reach,
It may come as a surprise to
Ieam that "'" orIgjnaIIy
a>n<:dw:d SI'K% as an
_ _ to_big
systems nobody under 50 feet
a m _ I t just happens_
we made our system _
the1Irt. and QIIIIC It enormous
oonbol capacI,¥,
But you don't _
to start big.

I'or $9,748 we11 sell you

_

to automate "'"

spedaI eII'eds and a ha1f.
dozen D.tagraphk:s. We1l
Include complete lUumlnated
manual oontrol/ow:rrkIe In a
slick IIUIe 19" wide rack·

mountable chassis. We'u
Include all the cables; no
soldering needed.
We111nc1ude our _IBM- or
AppIe-compatible software.
We11_W the system lOr a
year, If your computer breaks.
you1l stIU be perI'ormIng
shows. because SI'K% am
run dIrecIIy Iiom audio tape.
to say nothing of manual
control,

And since you1I _just
purdIaoed the aonbal
mmponents of the worId"s
mast advanced ..... reUabIe
media OlI.bol .......
modular _ados wID be ......
less expensive. (You couJd
start by adding ten more
spedaI eII'eds channels lOr
$1.495),

WIth SI'fCA you11 be able toe

• add as many pIqjectors.
lamps, motors as)'Oll wish.
with as much manual
control as you desire.

• automate your planetarium
Instrument willi """'"
predsIon.

• join the growing IIkIeo
revoIutIon.1ockIng IIkIeo
tape and disks to singleflame. sp1It seOlIId 1ICICLII'IIqI,

The 3I"KZ ~ ~ " ' • •748 IndIIda t nmc 1 SUCMll. 8
CII'I"WIIOtII for III t. 012 . . . . . Panel. 1 . , SIq:.fIer. 8 c.bIeI. ~
t llOw', eott& ___ 1.

audience.

Sl'K%AutomaIIon b.terfacles
,

to """"'YIhIng In your _

SI'JCZ SoftwaIe Is ~
)'tt easy to learn.
SI'K% locks to SI'II"re Ume
CXIde and pumIts wireless ow:
IecIurer control.

5I"ICZ Is deYdoped. sold. and
nmIrpI by a growing
mmpeny with a """"W year
~ ofservloe to
professional p1anetarians.

Sl'K%CookBook DesIgn
0Ulde Is yours for the asking.
It Includes a demo disk.
phoID8. drawings and aU the
1nli> you need to know,
Sl'JCZAIitomatIon. We built It
because nobody else oouId.
11Ien "'" made It aII'ordabIe.

SICY.SKAN, INC.
51 L1Icr Sftft. Nasha Ni 0306CHSI3. USA
TeIt:f;Ihorr 603-8BO-8SOO. Fax: 603-882-6522
1i!Iooc 650336236.3 Ma lHI

